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Foreword 

The first objective of this project is to assess if TIMES can run on the Linux platform. To this end, it 

documents in detail, with step-by-step instructions, the procedures required to transfer a TIMES-based 

model to Linux, run the model and obtain its solution for post-processing in VEDA_BE in Windows. 

The second objective of this project is to enhance TIMES to be ready for High-Performance 

Computing. As systems with multiple CPUs and High-Performance Computing Grids are becoming 

available more widely, it is worthy to consider options to perform multiple scenario analysis with 

TIMES over a grid of CPUs. In this context, we explore two alternatives to run multiple and 

independent scenarios in parallel:  

 The first alternative relies on a straightforward approach that makes use of several scenario 

scripts that are platform dependent on scheduling the jobs, query their status and collect the 

results  

 The second alternative makes use of the more advanced GAMS language grid computing 

features. This approach requires modification in the TIMES code, but it is platform 

independent and much of the overhead for scheduling scenarios, querying their status and 

collecting scenario results is undertaken by GAMS. 

The report finds that it is both possible to run TIMES in Linux and make use of High-Performance 

Computing for multiple scenario analysis. Using the step-by-step guide provided in this document, a 

TIMES modeller can transfer her model to Linux and make use of a cluster of CPUs for her scenario 

analysis. We aim at triggering the interest of the ETSAP community to make TIMES a cross-platform 

model generator, which can run over a grid of CPUs for better performance. Such a development, 

could bring TIMES forward and ahead of the competition. However, there are still issues that must be 

accommodated in having a robust cross-platform TIMES model code. Some of these issues are 

documented here, but it needs further exploration and research towards this direction.  

The report is divided into nine chapters. The first seven chapters provide a step-by-step guide about 

transferring TIMES to Linux and solve a model instance that has been generated on Windows. More 

specifically, Chapter 1 deals with the installation of Linux operating system and gives an introduction 

to basic Linux commands. Chapter 2 is a guide for the installation of GAMS in Linux. Chapter 3 

provides guidelines on how to transfer a TIMES-based model from Windows to Linux. Chapter 4 

describes the necessary steps for running a TIMES model in Linux. Chapter 5 provides details on 

transferring the model results from Linux to Windows and how to process them further with 

VEDA_BE software. Chapter 6 describes some basic scripts that can be useful for running individual 

and batch scenario jobs in Linux and processing results in Windows with VEDA_BE. Chapter 7 is a 

troubleshooter for common errors related to the TIMES installation in Linux. Chapter 8 is addressed 

to more advanced TIMES users with some GAMS programming experience. It discusses how TIMES 

can benefit from High-Performance Computing and documents what code modifications are needed to 

enable the GAMS language grid computing features to perform multiple parallel scenarios runs. This 

chapter constitutes an additional exploration we did in the context of this project. It proves that the 

grid computing GAMS language features work well with TIMES in Linux. This promising result 

constitutes the first step towards high-performance computing. However, a better integration of these 

features with TIMES needs, as said above, a further exploration and a thorough design. This task is 

left for a future extension of this work. This report also concludes an Appendix. The Appendix 

provides some more details on the code modifications both to transfer TIMES to Linux and exploring 

the grid computing features. 

This work builds upon individual attempts within the ETSAP community to run TIMES on Linux 

platform. The authors would like to thank Gary Goldstein, Amit Kanudia, Joseph DeCarolis, 

Maurizio Gargiulo, Sonia Yeh, Antti Lehtilä, and many others too who are not visible to the rest of 

the ETSAP members and TIMES users.  

This documentation could also be inserted as an appendix in the complete documentation of the 

TIMES model.  
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1. SETTING UP A LINUX COMPUTER 
A Linux distribution can be downloaded from https://www.Linux.org/pages/download/. A computer 

can be set up to have Linux as the sole operating system or simultaneously have Windows and Linux. 

For the tests undertaken within the ambit of this project, we have worked with UBUNTU (one of 

many Linux distributions) on a virtual machine hosted on a Windows operating system. It is relatively 

straightforward to have this kind of setup. The installation program of Virtual Box can be downloaded 

from https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads. The installation is straightforward by running the 

downloaded file. There is a wizard that guides the user to set up a new virtual machine running 

Ubuntu. The only requirement is to have downloaded in advanced any Ubuntu Linux distribution. The 

Linux installation should be completed without difficulty. The primary input required by the user 

during the installation is the language and keyboard settings, as well as the username and password 

for the administrator of the operating system. In this step-by-step guide, we use as the name of the 

virtual machine etsap-user and the username for the Linux Operating System: etsap-user1.  

In the following, the Linux system could also be called as the “guest” system, while the Windows 

system could also be called as the “host” system since the Linux is installed as a virtual machine. 

Once the Linux installation is completed, the virtual machine is a fully functional Linux-based 

computer. Two points that need a particular attention are a) the network settings for the virtual 

machine in Virtual Box, such that the Linux operating system can have internet access via the host 

Windows operating system; and b) the set up of a shared folders to exchange data between the guest 

and host operating system. 

Network settings for the virtual machine: To enable internet access in the guest operating system 

(the Linux), the Network settings for the virtual machine should be set as shown below, by clicking 

the name of the virtual machine and then selecting the option settings. Important is to have the setting 

regarding the network adapter attached to NAT and to check the option Cable Connected.  

 

 
 

Sharing files between the guest and host operating systems: This is necessary for file exchanging 

and also to transfer TIMES source code, model instances and results from Windows to Linux and vice 

versa. To enable this, the following steps are required in the Virtual Box:  

                                                      
1
 Of course the machine name and the user name need not to be the same. 

https://www.linux.org/pages/download/
https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
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a) The first step is to select from the main menu of Virtual box Devices->Install guest 

additions CD Image as shown in the screenshot. This CD image is provided with the 

virtual box, and there is no need to install the image separately. By clicking this option, the utility 

needed for sharing folders between the host and the virtual machine it will be automatically 

installed. This utility will also enable sharing of the clipboard.  

  

 
 

b) The second step is then to shut down the virtual machine and goes to its settings. The Shared 

Folder settings for the virtual machine should be set as shown in the image below. The user can 

point to any folder that she wishes to share between the guest and host operating systems. In the 

example below, the authors have selected to share the whole C drive of the host machine. For 

facilitating the file transfer of TIMES source code and data, it is suggested to include at least the 

drive in which the VEDA_FE installation is. It is important to check both the options Auto-

mount and Make Permanent as shown in the picture below. 
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c) The third step is to start the virtual machine. Then the following command should be entered into 

the Ubuntu terminal (please see section 1.2 on how to open the terminal):  
sudo adduser yourusername vboxsf  

This command will give access to the current user to the shared folders. The picture below shows 

this step. Please note that when a command is executed with sudo then the password of the 

administrator will be requested by the Linux operating system.  

 

 
 

d) Finally, a logoff and log in are required for changes to take effect. The shared drive will appear on 

the Linux desktop and will also be accessible via the Terminal and the File Manager in Ubuntu. 

1.1. SOME BASIC LINUX COMMANDS  

Commands for basic operation in Linux system, which will be used in the rest of this document are 

listed and explained briefly below. A good source for additional information is the website 

http://Linuxcommand.org :  

a.) sudo: Runs programs as super user. This requires the password of the Administrator account 

b.) ls (or dir): Lists files in the current working directory. 

c.) pwd: Reports the current working directory to the standard output. 

d.) ./: This entry is a way to tell the command processor that the script is located in the current 

directory. 

e.) mkdir: Make a new directory. 

f.) chmod: To change access permissions to files and directories. 

g.) $HOME: This is a system variable that refers to the home directory. By default this directory is 

/home/<user_name>. For example, in this illustrative installation, the home directory is 

/home/etsap-user.  

h.) cd: this allows changing the current directory. For example, the command cd $HOME will 

change the current directory in terminal to the $HOME directory. 

i.) cp: copies files from one directory to another. 

j.) mv: moves files from one directory to another. 

1.2.  TERMINAL AND FILE MANAGER  

In addition to the above commands, the Terminal and the File Manager are two useful programs in 

Linux.  

The Terminal is a program that allows interacting with Linux from the command line, similar to the 

Command Prompt in Windows. In an Ubuntu distribution, the terminal can be opened in many ways, 

of which the easiest is to select its icon   from the list of icons on the left-hand side in the Linux 

Desktop. The terminal can be used for installing GAMS and executing scripts for running TIMES 

models.   

The File Manager is a graphical application that is used to organise, list, and locate files and 

directories on the Linux, similar to the Windows File Explorer. It offers a convenient way to copy and 

move files from and to different directories. The File Manager could be used to create folders, copy 

and move files, etc.. Of course, the same result can be achieved in the terminal by using the 

commands mkdir, cp, mv, etc., but it is more convenient for a Windows user to perform these 

http://linuxcommand.org/
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operations in the File Manager. The File Manager can be opened by clicking its icon  in the left-

hand side list of icons in the Ubuntu Desktop. 

 

2. INSTALLING GAMS ON LINUX 
The installation of GAMS in Linux follows the same steps with its installation in Windows. The 

Linux internet browser could be opened to http://www.gams.com/download , to obtain a Linux 

version of GAMS. In the example provided in this guide, a 64-bit Linux version is downloaded, and 

the setup file is called  Linux_x64_64_sfx.exe . By default, this file will be saved in the 

$HOME/Downloads folder. It is suggested to move this file to the $HOME folder (using, for 

example, the File Manager).  

The GAMS can be installed from the command line. In the terminal, which by default opens at the 

$HOME directory, the GAMS installation file Linux_x64_64_sfx.exe should be located there 

and this can be verified by typing ls. The picture below presents the output from the execution of the 

ls command in the $HOME directory in Linux.  

 

 

 

To install the GAMS, the installation file could be executed by typing ./Linux_x64_64_sfx.exe. 

By default, this unzipped run file should have the necessary permission to execute. If this is not the 

case, then the appropriate permissions to execute a file could be set by firstly entering the command 

chmod 755 Linux_x64_64_sfx.exe, in the folder where the file is located. This task is 

shown in the picture below. 

 

 

 

After successfully executing the command ./Linux_x64_64_sfx.exe in the terminal, a new 

folder will be created in the $HOME directory that contains the GAMS installation for Linux. In this 

illustrative installation, the GAMS main folder is called gams.24.8_Linux_x64_64_sfx. 

Typically the folder name depends on the GAMS version.  

A simple verification that the GAMS has been successfully extracted and installed is to navigate into 

the installation folder, by typing cd gams24.8_Linux_x64_64_sfx, and then to execute the 

command./gamsinst  . This command will allow for selecting the appropriate GAMS solvers, as 

shown in the picture below:   

http://www.gams.com/download
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After selecting the folders, the GAMS can be invoked by typing ./gams in the terminal. This will 

start the GAMS base module as shown in the screenshot below. Usually, this would lead to a license 

error, “License file not found (RC=2)”, as shown in the picture below, since no GAMS 

Linux license has been installed yet: 

 

 

 

Without a license, GAMS will function in the demonstration mode solving small problems. By using 

the File Manager in Linux, a license file gamslice.txt can be copied into the GAMS system 

directory. Then by typing again ./gams in the terminal from the GAMS installation folder, GAMS 

shall be able to verify the presence of a valid license and enabling full operation. 

Like in a Windows system, it is convenient to add GAMS in the $PATH variable in Linux, since this 

will allow access to GAMS from any other folder, without referring to its installation directory. This 

task can be performed in the terminal window; wherein the $HOME directory the command gedit 

~/.profile should be entered.  This command will open the profile file in the default text 

editor. To include GAMS into the $PATH variable, the following line should be inserted at the end of 

the file: export PATH=$PATH:$HOME/gams24.8_Linux_x64_64_sfx  .  Then the file can 

be saved. This task is shown in the next picture. 
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After a logout and a new log in the changes take effect. To test that GAMS can be called from any 

folder in the system, in the terminal window in the $HOME directory one could merely type gams. 

The picture below shows that when typing gams the GAMS is executed. 
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3. TRANSFERRING A TIMES-BASED MODEL TO LINUX  
 

Important note: The users of the TIMES code version v420 and above do no not need to perform 

the code modifications described in this chapter. The TIMES code from version v420 and above is 

already compatible with both the WINDOWS and LINUX platforms, as it encapsulates the 

modifications described below. 

A typical installation of TIMES in Windows consists of two folders: the TIMES source code folder 

and the TIMES working folder. The source code folder contains the TIMES model generator code 

files in GAMS language. The working folder contains the data definition files corresponding to the 

TIMES model instance. The easiest way to transfer a TIMES model from Windows to Linux is 

through copying these two folders from Windows to Linux. In this section, the setup that is assumed 

for a TIMES-based model in a Windows system is shown in the following picture from VEDA_FE 

Case Manager: 

a) The name of the case has been converted to lowercase. 

b) The TIMES source code is in the folder Gams_SrcTIMESV400 (note that the name of 

this folder depends on the version of the TIMES code used) and the model instance data 

definition files (*.DD files) are in the folder Gams_WrkTIMES (this is the default 

working directory for TIMES, unless if the user has changed it in VEDA_FE). Normally, 

both these folders can be found inside the VEDA_FE installation directory in Windows.   
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In the RUNFile_Tmpl in VEDA, the model name that is to be solved by GAMS is set via  $SET 

MODEL_NAME statement. It is advisable to convert the model name to lowercase (see also Box 1 

below), before running the model in Linux. This task is achieved by following the next two steps: 

a) In the RUNFile_Tmpl on VEDA-FE case manager the statement $SET MODEL_NAME     

‘TIMES’ should be changed to $SET MODEL_NAME ‘times’ 

c) Then the template file can be updated and saved, by ticking the “Update Template 

RUN File” option at the bottom left of the edit window, as shown in the picture below.  

 

 
 

The change of the model name to the lower case does not affect the operation of the VEDA/TIMES in 

Windows.  

After updating the run file template, the *.DD files in the working TIMES directory could be 

generated. This can be done by checking the “Create DD only” option in the VEDA_FE Case 

Manager and clicking “Solve”. The files will be generated inside the Gams_WrkTIMES folder. It 

is also important to have the CPLEX option file into this folder too since this folder will be transferred 
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to the Linux system. If the CPLEX option file is not there, then it can be copied from the folder  

VEDA_FE\CplexFiles into the Gams_WrkTIMES folder. 

 

The TIMES source code, the *.DD files and the cplex option file can be transferred from Windows to 

Linux. Both folders Gams_WrkTIMES and GAMS_SrcTIMESv400 could be copied to the Linux 

system $HOME directory (in this illustration), by using the File Manager in the Linux machine and by 

navigating to the shared folder established in the Virtual Box
2
. In the Linux system, it is important to 

change all folders and file names to lowercase letters
3
. At least the following folder and files need to 

be changed to lowercase: 

a)  GAMS_SrcTIMESv400, Gams_WrkTimes to lowercase , e.g. 

gams_srctimesv400 , gams_wrktimes 

b) The GamsSave (inside the gams_wrktimes folder) also must have its name to 

lowercase as well, e.g. gamssave  

c) The extension of the run file for the chosen case inside the gams_wrktimes folder, in 

our case the test.RUN, shall be changed into lowercase, i.e., test.run 

The picture below shows the contents of the home directory $HOME in the Linux system, from the 

File Manager after transferring the TIMES model and converting the source and data folders names 

into lowercase. 

 

 

 

Box 1: The importance of lower case file/folder names: Because Linux is a case-sensitive operating 

system it is important not to have file and folder names mixed with capital and lower letters, but only 

in lowercase. This implies that case names shall be converted to lowercase, to successfully run 

TIMES in Linux. Based on previous experience inside the ETSAP community, we use the GAMS call 

option FILECASE=2 to convert all filenames to lowercase.  

 

Box 2: Modification of TIMES source code files, when SPOINT/LPOINT or discrete unit 

commitment options are used (ONLY FOR USERS WITH TIMES VERSION BELOW v420: 

To successfully run a TIMES model that uses these options, some minor code modifications are 

necessary for the source files maindrv.mod and eqlducs.vda. These modifications can be 

eventually included in the standard TIMES distribution to ensure compatibility in both Windows and 

Linux platforms. The changes are discussed in detail in the Appendix in section 9.1. The modified 

files are provided in the corresponding .zip file together with this documentation. These files can 

directly replace the existing files inside the folder gams_srctimesv400 in the Linux system. This 

can be similarly done in the File Manager like we replace files in Windows.   

 

It should be noted that the above changes are minor changes in the code to have TIMES as a cross-

platform model generator. It is envisaged that these changes will be in any case incorporated into the 

                                                      
2
 In a real installation of Linux, this task should be achieved via other interfaces, for example FTP. 

3
 Of course, this step can be also performed while we are in the Windows system and before copying the folders 

and the files into Linux 
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next TIMES release (update: the required modifications in the TIMES code have been implemented in 

the TIMES code version v420 and above). Similarly, it could be the case that the next version of the 

VEDA system could also work with lowercase filenames, such that to ensure the cross-platform 

compatibility without changing the folder names of the source code and the data files. 

4. RUNNING A TIMES MODEL ON LINUX 
The transferred TIMES model can now run on Linux, via the terminal. By default, the terminal opens 

a $HOME directory. By navigating to the working TIMES directory gams_wrkmodel the model 

instance can be executed in Linux by typing the following command: 

gams test.run idir=$HOME/gams_srctimesv400 filecase=2 gdx= 
gamssave/test.gdx 

In the above command:  

 gams is to invoke GAMS;  

 test.run is the case name to be executed and for which we have created the corresponding 

DD files on the Windows machine;  

 idir lists the directories where GAMS looks for the scenario files and other files needed for 

compilation
4
;  

 filecase=2  forces GAMS to use lowercase filenames;  

 gdx is for saving the generated results file in the designated folder.  

 

This is shown in the picture below: 

 

If the model runs without errors in Windows, it should also run without errors in Linux as well. A 

successful compilation and execution of a model run will look as shown in the picture below. 

 

                                                      
4
 : is used as separator for different directories which we want GAMS to look in for necessary files. Paths to 

these folders should not have capital letters as discussed in step 3 of the previous section.  
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5. TRANSFERRING RESULTS FROM LINUX TO WINDOWS FOR 

POST-PROCESSING WITH VEDA_BE 

The successful execution of the model will produce a .gdx file in the folder 

gams_wrktimes/gamssave, with a file name the name of the case for which the model solved. 

In our example above the results from the TIMES run for the case test will be stored in the file 

test.gdx. GAMS generates .gdx files that are compatible across Windows and Linux platforms. 

Hence the files generated in Linux can be read by the Windows-based GDX2VEDA utility to generate 

the .vd, .vde and .vds files. These files can be then imported into VEDA_BE for post-processing. 

First, the .gdx file should be transferred from the gamssave folder in Linux to any folder in the 

Windows system  (in this illustration C:\Users\Tarun\Desktop\linux2veda ). Then in a 

command prompt in the WINDOWS system, the following command should be executed in the folder 

where the .gdx file has been transferred: gdx2veda <case_name>.gdx 

<path_to_the_TIMES_code>\times2veda.vdd <case_name> 

In the above command: 

 gdx2veda  is a utility located in the GAMS installation in Windows and converts the .gdx 

file into the flat text files .vd, .vde and .vds.  

 <case_name> is the name of the case ran in Linux.  

 <case_name>.gdx  is the file name with the model results 

 <path_to_the_TIMES_code> is the path to the TIMES source code in the Windows 

PC and the name of the scenario that ran in Linux.  

The picture below demonstrates the execution of this command, where it assumes that the case is 

called test, the results are stored in the test.gdx file and the TIMES source code in the 

Windows system is located at C:\VEDA\VEDA_FE\Gams_SrcTIMES400 folder. 

 

 

 

A successful execution of the above command creates the corresponding test.vd, test.vde and 

test.vds files that are ready to be processed by VEDA, as shown in the picture below. Then the 

VEDA_BE can import the case test. 
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6. SCRIPTS FOR RUNNING TIMES  

The scripts described in this section are provided in the accompanying script.zip file 

The above sections described how to run a single scenario in Linux and then to get the results back for 

processing with VEDA_BE. In this section, some basic scripts are provided for automating the 

running of a scenario and also for running a batch of scenarios (sequentially) in Linux. The scripts are 

also given as a zip file together with this documentation. A script in Linux can be created using an 

editor or in the terminal by typing the command gedit <script_name>.sh , 

<script_name> is the name of our script.   

6.1. PARAMETRIC SCRIPT TO RUN A SCENARIO IN LINUX WITH TIMES 

Below a sample of a running script is provided that takes scenario name as a parameter. In this 

illustration:  

 The GAMS directory is in the $PATH environmental variable of Linux 

 The TIMES source code is located in the $HOME/gams_sourcetimesv400 folder  

 The definition files (*.dd files) for the scenario to be run are located in the 

$HOME/gams_wrktimes folder.  

It is convenient to define two script variables $times and $ddfiles, to hold the paths to the 

TIMES source code and the *.dd files respectively. In this illustration the user-defined script variables 

$times and $ddfiles are initialized as $times=$HOME/gams_sourcetimesv400 and 

$ddfiles=$HOME/gams_wrktimes . Then the script can be placed in the 

$HOME/gams_wrktimes folder directory and can be named run.sh. 

run.sh 

#!/bin/bash 

 

# set the path to times source file 

times =$HOME/gams_srctimesv400 

 

# set the path to model data definition files 

ddfiles=$HOME/gams_wrktimes 

 

# execute gams to run the model  

gams $1.run idir=$times:$ddfiles filecase=2 gdx=$ddfiles/gamssave/$1.gdx 

 

The next step is to set appropriate execution permissions for this script. This is required only once, 

and it is achieved by entering the following statement in the terminal window, in the folder where the 

script is located: 

sudo chmod 700 run.sh 

 

After the completion of the command, the script can be now executed. The script will take as a 

parameter the name of the case for which the model will run. For example, to run the case test then 

the script should be executed in the terminal window and at the TIMES working folder as follows 

(note the ./ before the command run): 

./run.sh test 

In this example test is the name of the case to run. The script will start GAMS and will run the 

TIMES model for this case. As before, the results from the model run will be stored in 

$HOME/gams_wrktimes/gamssave/test.gdx. The produced .gdx file can then be copied to 

the Windows system for post-processing of the results with the VEDA_BE as described in section 5.  
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6.2. BATCH JOB WITH MULTIPLE SCENARIOS IN LINUX 

The script above can form the basis for running a batch of scenarios with the TIMES model in Linux. 

Such a script will execute the script of section 6.1 in a for-loop, which includes the different cases that 

will sequentially run. As before, the script for multiple scenario runs can be placed in the 

$HOME/gams_wrktimes directory. The script could be named batch.sh. 

batch.sh 

for s in $1 

do 

./run.sh $s  

done 

 

In the above script, the cases that will run as a batch job are given as parameter in the terminal 

window. This parameter is a list where the different cases are separated by space. The list is included 

in quotes. Before we run the above script, we must set its execution permissions, with the following 

statement in the terminal: 

sudo chmod 700 batch.sh 

 

Then the script can run from the $HOME/gams_wrktimes directory in the terminal as follows: 

 

./batch.sh  “test1 test2 test3” 

 

The cases are named as test1, test2, test3. The results are stored in 

$HOME/gams_wrktimes/gamssave folder as test1.gdx, test2.gdx and test3.gdx 

respectively, which can be copied to the Windows system for processing with VEDA_BE. 

  

6.3.  BATCH JOB FOR CREATING VEDA_BE FILES IN WINDOWS 

A similar script can be written in Windows to generate *.vd, *.vde and *.vds files for post-

processing with the VEDA_BE. Thus, after transferring the .gdx files from the Linux system to 

Windows, the following script can be executed in the Windows command prompt from the folder 

where the .gdx files have been placed: 

linux2veda.cmd 

for %%s in (%*) do ( 

gdx2veda %%s.gdx C:\Veda\VEDA_FE\Gams_srcTIMESv400\times2veda.vdd %%s 

) 

 

The script takes the cases as parameters and can be executed as follows: 

batch_linux2veda test1 test2 test3 
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7. TROUBLESHOOTING A TIMES RUN IN LINUX 
In this section, some common errors related to the Linux installation of TIMES have been collected. It 

is assumed, though, that the TIMES model instance runs without error in the Windows system. 

7.1. GAMS ERROR: SCRATCH DIRECTORY DOES NOT EXIST 

Possible cause could be upper cases in path specification to TIMES source code or the folder 

containing the *.dd files. An example is reproduced in the picture below, where on purpose a capital 

‘D’ was inserted in the folder name that contains the source code of TIMES  Linux (folder: 

/home/times/Desktop). By renaming ‘Desktop’ to ‘desktop’, the error is resolved. 

 

 

 

7.2. GAMS ERROR: UNABLE TO OPEN INPUT FILE 

A possible cause of this error could also be uppercase letters in paths or filenames as described in 

section 7.1. Another cause is an invalid idir path specification. The figure below demonstrates the 

second case of such an error, where a wrong idir path is initially set.  

 

 

 

7.3. LINUX ERROR: FILE PERMISSION ERROR 

This error occurs when there are no permissions to run a file. In this case, the command sudo chmod 

700 <filename> can be used to resolve this issue.  
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8. PREPARING TIMES FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING 

It is important to mention that this is a first attempt to make use of the grid features of the 

GAMS language in TIMES and further research is required to come with the optimal design of 

a TIMES model suitable to run over a grid of computers. We reserve this research in the 

context of a future project, with a broader participation from the ETSAP community. 

In ETSAP community there is need to perform multiple scenario analysis or Monte Carlo simulations 

with TIMES-based models. If these scenarios are independent of each other, then they can run 

simultaneously across a grid of CPUs (grid computing). We present here two options to perform a 

parallel scenario run over Linux: a) a straightforward approach where different script files are 

manually created and assigned in the different CPUs; and b) a more advanced approach that makes 

use of the new grid computing features of the GAMS language. 

It should be noted that both approaches for parallel scenarios that are presented here can be applied 

both in Windows and Linux. However, since most of the High-Performance Computing facilities run 

on Linux, the illustrations given in this section are based on Linux.  

8.1. MULTIPLE PARALLEL SCENARIOS IN TIMES USING USER-DEFINED 

SCRIPTS THAT ARE ASSIGNED TO MULTIPLE CPUS 

The scripts described in this section are provided in the accompanying script.zip file 

8.1.1. Making GAMS and CPLEX/Barrier to run on specific CPU(s) 

In this section, we use the word “scenario” for what in VEDA_FE is defined as “case”. 

In the case when multiple CPUs are available, several multiple independent scenarios can be executed 

in parallel using a straightforward approach. This includes the following steps: 

a) Generating different instances of the TIMES model, with each one corresponding to a 

different scenario, e.g. through the VEDA_FE 

b) Creating separate *.run script for each scenario; this task is automatically performed if the 

different model instances for each scenario have been generated through VEDA_FE 

c) Executing each *.run script in a different CPU 

To illustrate this concept, three independent scenarios, test1, test2 and test3 are generated in 

VEDA_FE. This implies that the *.dd files corresponding to each one of the three scenarios together 

with the *.run files are located in the VEDA_FE\Gams_WrkTIMES folder in the Windows system. 

As before this folder, together with the source folder are copied to Linux.  

The script developed in section 6.1 can be now modified to allow different GAMS/CPLEX instances 

to be executed in different CPUs.  The modified script,  with the filename p_run.sh , is shown in 

the box below and it can be placed in the $HOME/gams_wrktimes. As described in section 6.1, 

the execution permissions for this script should be set in advance.  

p_run.sh 

#!/bin/bash 

 

# set the path to times source file 

times =$HOME/gams_srctimesv400 

 

# set the path to model data definition files 

ddfiles=$HOME/gams_wrktimes 

 

# execute gams to run the model  

taskset $2 gams $1.run idir=$times:$ddfiles filecase=2 

gdx=$ddfiles/gamssave/$1.gdx 
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The modification of the script lies in the use of the command taskset that allows for selecting the 

CPU in which a process is running. The desired CPU (or set of CPUs) are specified during the 

execution of the script by using a second call argument $2. This parameter is a hexadecimal number, 

the binary representation of which corresponds to the chosen CPUs. More specifically, by indexing N 

CPUs from 0 to N-1, then those CPUs that correspond to the 1s in the binary representation of the 

hexadecimal number of the argument $2 are then selected. 

As an example, the following command in the terminal will result in running solving the TIMES 

model in CPU1:  

./p_run.sh test 1 

As shown in the picture below, because the binary representation of 1 is 0001 (in a system with 4 

CPUs) the active CPU is the CPU 0. As shown in the screenshots below, before the execution of the 

script each CPU in the Linux system has an equal load, but after the execution of the script, CPU1 has 

a load of 100% since it has been assigned to run the TIMES model.  

 

 

 

 

The following table presents the binary representation of different decimal numbers and correlates it 

to a system with 4 CPUs. The GAMS process will execute in each hexadecimal number in those 

CPUs where the binary representation of the second argument has 1s. 
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Table 1: Second argument for assigning CPUs5. 

CPU commitment state
6
   

CPU 4 CPU 3 CPU 2 CPU 1 Decimal representation Second argument for 
script: Hexadecimal 

representation 

0 0 0 1 2
0 

=                 1 1 

0 0 1 0 2
1 

 =                2 2 

0 0 1 1 2
1 

+ 2
0
 =         3 3 

0 1 0 0 2
2 

 =               4 4 

0 1 0 1 2
2 

 + 2
0 

 =       5 5 

0 1 1 0 2
2 

 + 2
1  

=        6 6 

0 1 1 1 2
2 

 + 2
1 

+ 2
0 

 = 7 7 

1 0 0 0 2
3 

 =               8 8 

1 0 0 1 9 9 

1 0 1 0 10 a 

1 0 1 1 11 b 

1 1 0 0 12 c 

1 1 0 1 13 d 

1 1 1 0 14 e 

1 1 1 1 15 f 

 

Depending on the binary representation of the second argument, the GAMS process can use more 

than one CPU. This is important for the CPLEX\Barrier solver since this implies that we can maintain 

the parallelisation at the solver subsystem if we allow each model instance to run on more than one 

CPU.  

To illustrate this, the same script can have 3 as a second argument  As shown in Table 1, this will 

enable GAMS to run both in CPU1 and CPU2. By additionally setting the THREADS 2 in the 

cplex.opt file, then both CPUs will be used by the CPLEX\Barrier to solve the specific scenario. 

This is illustrated in the screenshots below. In the first screenshot, before executing the script, each 

CPU has more or less equal load. In the second screenshot, after the execution of the script, the 

CPLEX/Barrier solver is called and uses both CPUs to solve the scenario.    

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5
 In this example four CPUs are assumed, referred as CPU 1 to CPU 4.  

6
 0 and 1 under the CPU columns refer to commitment state of that CPU, where 1 means committed.  
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8.1.2. Run multiple independent scenarios in parallel 

Using the above p_run.sh script, it is relatively straightforward to run multiple independent 

scenarios in a grid of CPUs. The only requirement is to invoke the p_run.sh so many times as the 

number of the scenarios, by setting its second argument appropriately.  

For example, to run the three generated in VEDA_FE scenarios in parallel in a Linux-based system 

with 12 CPUs, by allowing each scenario to utilize up to 4 CPUs, then the following scripts could be 

executed in the terminal window, one after the other (without waiting for the first script to terminate 

before executing the second one):  

./run.sh test1 f  to run test 1 in CPU1 – CPU4 

./run.sh test2 f0  to run test2 in CPU5 – CPU8 

./run.sh test3 f00  to run test3 in CPU9 – CPU12 

 

The above numbers are the decimal representation of the binary number which has 1s in those 

positions that correspond to the CPUs in which each scenario runs, as shown in the table below: 

CPU Number   

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Decimal representation Second argument to the script: 
hexadecimal representation 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 15 f 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 240 f0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3840 f00 

 

The assignment of scenarios to different CPU groups could also be done from a single file, but such 

assignment scripts and queuing approaches are specific to each system hence we do not include them 

in this report.  

The advantage of this method of parallel execution is that it does not require modification in the 

TIMES code. The disadvantage is that requires advanced knowledge of Linux to queue, schedule and 

query the status of each job. Each one of this task requires from the user the development of specific 

scripts that are not platform independent. At the same time, because this approach creates multiple 

copies of the data that do not change between scenarios, there are risks of producing inconsistencies, 

i.e. the common data across scenarios are not entirely synchronised. Finally, the synchronisation of 

the data across scenarios can also take much time. However, it remains a relatively straightforward 

approach to run multiple scenarios over a grid of CPUs. 

8.2.  MULTIPLE PARALLEL SCENARIOS IN TIMES USING THE GAMS GRID 

FEATURES 

An alternative to run independent scenarios in parallel is to use the GAMS grid features. GAMS 

supports grid computing from version 24.5 and above by setting a new model attribute. In this section, 

we explore these new GAMS language features, and we apply them in TIMES. However, this task 

requires modification in the TIMES code, so it is more suitable for advanced TIMES modellers. On 

the other hand, it is platform independent, and it does not require the user to develop of platform-

specific scripts for queuing, scheduling and querying the status of the submitted scenario jobs. All 

these tasks are handled by GAMS and are performed by writing plain GAMS code. Another 

advantage of this approach is that it does not require the generation of a scenario submission script for 

each scenario. This also implies that there is one data repository.  

In this context, this approach has some advantages, and we think that it is worthy of further 

exploration within the ETSAP community. In our view, it is a significant advantage of ETSAP 

to have a single version of TIMES model platform independent and ready for grid computing 

using GAMS. To this end, this report explores a way to modify the TIMES code to enable these 
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new GAMS features, but the further and more robust design of TIMES could be pursued in a 

separate project with broader participation from the ETSAP community. 

8.2.1. Introduction to Grid Computing by using the GAMS language  

Much of this text is from GAMS documentation  (GAMS, 2017):  

https://www.gams.com/latest/docs/userguides/userguide/_u_g__grid_computing.html#UG_GridComp

uting_Introduction  

In general, when GAMS encounters a solve statement during the execution it generates an instance of 

the model by using the current state of the GAMS database, it submits the instance to the solver 

subsystem, and then it waits until the solver terminates to update the GAMS database with the 

solution and its related statistics. In most cases, the time taken to generate the model and update the 

database with the solution is much smaller than the actual time spent in a specific solution subsystem. 

Model generation time varies from few seconds to few minutes, but the time to obtain an optimal 

solution may take a few minutes to several hours.  

If the sequential model solutions are independent, then they can be solved in parallel and update the 

GAMS database in random order. The grid facility of GAMS enables the generation of multiple 

model instances, which are then submitted via a “Submission Loop” to the grid of solvers for an 

independent solution. The instantiated models and their solutions are kept in different directories, 

reachable from the submitting systems. These directories are located inside a master directory, the 

“Grid Directory”, which is set by the user via the GAMS call parameter gdir. When all scenario 

runs have finished, GAMS executes a “Collection Loop” to collect and merge the individual 

solutions.  

In short, when GAMS executes a solve statement in a grid computing environment it will perform the 

following steps, for scheduling and querying each job: 

1. Create a subdirectory in the gdir with the name gridnnn. The nnn stands for the numeric 

value of the handle. The handle is a unique identification of the submitted solution request. 

For example, the grid directory to keep the first model instance and solution can be 

grid1268000001 , the second grid directory can be grid1268000002, etc.  

2. Remove the completion signal in case the file already exists. This signal is a file called 

finished, for example, grid1268000001/finished  

3. Create or replace a *.gdx file called gamsgrid.gdx which will contain a dummy solution 

with failed model and solver status. This file will be overwritten by the final step of the 

solution process and will be read when calling the GAMS statement 

execute_loadhandle (more details about this statement are given below) 

4. Place all standard GAMS solver interface files into the above instance directory. 

5. Execute the submission wrapper called gamsgrid.cmd in Windows or gamsgrid.run 

in Linux. These submission scripts are usually located in the GAMS system directory. The 

grid submission script is called with three arguments needed to make a standard GAMS 

Solver call: a) the solver executable file name; b) the solver control file name; and c) the 

solver scratch directory.  

6. The submission script then makes the final submission to the operating system. The final 

script will perform the following steps: a) call the solver; b) call a utility that will create the 

final .gdx file gamsgrid.gdx ; and c) set the completion signal finished, once the job 

has been finished.  

8.2.2.  A simple illustrative example of Grid Computing using GAMS language 

features 

Before applying the grid features in TIMES, they are illustrated in a much simpler model, the 

transport model from the GAMS model library. In this illustration, it is assumed that there is a 

grid consisting of 3-CPU in Linux (but the same concepts are applied in Windows too). The 

transport model described in detail in GAMS documentation, and hence it is not given here.   

https://www.gams.com/latest/docs/userguides/userguide/_u_g__grid_computing.html#UG_GridComputing_Introduction
https://www.gams.com/latest/docs/userguides/userguide/_u_g__grid_computing.html#UG_GridComputing_Introduction
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8.2.2.1. The files needed to run the transport model 
 

The following three GAMS source files should be created, additionally to the main model files, for 

the grid computing:  

a) submit.gms which is the GAMS file with the main model code and the “Submission 

Loop”  

b) check.gms which is a GAMS file with which will be used to check periodically for the 

status of the submitted jobs, for example, if they have finished or not  

c) report.gms, which is a GAMS file with the “Collection Loop” responsible for collecting 

the results from the grid  

The submit.gms file: 

The complete code of the submit.gms file is given in the Appendix. It is the code of the 

trnsport.gms file in the model library, augmented with the “Submission Loop”. The code below 

presents the “Submission Loop”. 

 

* … above is the code of the trnsport.gms model of the GAMS library  

 

set s scenarios to be run in the grid / 1*50 /; 

 

parameter dem(s,j)  scenario demands; 

 

dem(s,j)= b(j)*uniform(.95,1.15); // create some random demands 

 

parameter h(s) store the instance handle; 

 

transport.solvelink = %solvelink.AsyncGrid%;  // turn on grid option 

 

* This is the scenario submission loop to the grid 

 

loop(s, 

 

      b(j) = dem(s,j);    // modify here the model's parameter for each scenario 

 

      Solve transport using lp minimizing z; 

 

      h(s) = transport.handle ;    // save instance handle 

); 

 

With the above code, multiple independent demand scenarios for the transport model will be 

solved. The names of these scenarios are kept in the GAMS set s. The data for each scenario are 

provided via the GAMS parameter dem (s, j), which corresponds to the demands for goods in 

the different markets j. In this example, the data is randomly initialised using a uniform distribution.  

The handle of each submitted job (i.e. its unique identification number) is then stored in an additional 

parameter h(s)for each scenario s.   

The grid facility in GAMS is then enabled by setting the model attribute .solvelink. The model 

name here is called transport . Hence, the GAMS statement 

transport.solvelink=%solvelink.AsyncGrid%  will enable asynchronous (i.e. parallel) 

solve the different scenarios over the grid.  

The actual solve statement for the transport model is placed inside the “Submission Loop” that 

follows next. This is a typical GAMS loop that iterates across the different scenarios and for each 

scenario: 

 Updates the actual model parameter to the current scenario data  

 Solves the model by submitting it to the grid  
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 Keeps the handle of the submitted scenario.  

It should be noted here that in this simple loop every scenario is submitted to a single core. The user-

defined specification of different CPUs to solve a scenario requires additional GAMS programming, 

which is beyond the scope of this exploratory ETSAP report. The interested reader is directed to the 

GAMS documentation for more information on this.  

The above submission file can be then executed by writing in the shell (or at the command prompt): 

gams submit.gms s=submit gdir=grid 

 

The statement instructs GAMS to save the different model instances corresponding to the different 

scenarios in the grid directory grid and the definition of the model’s parameters, equations, variables 

etc. in the GAMS save file named submit. 

The check.gms file 

When many model instances are submitted to the grid, each taking between minutes and many hours 

to solve, it makes sense to have an inquiry program to learn about the status of each job. To do this, 

the only information needed is the grid directory, and the GAMS save file which has the definition of 

the model’s parameter, variables, equations etc. The code of the GAMS file, which checks if a job has 

been finished or not, is given in the box below. 

check.gms 

parameter status(s,*); scalar handle; 

    

acronym BadHandle,Waiting,Ready; 

 

   loop(s, 

 

      handle := handlestatus(h(s)); 

 

      if(handle=0, 

 

         handle := BadHandle 

 

      elseif handle=2, 

 

         handle := Ready; 

 

         transport.handle = h(s); 

 

         execute_loadhandle transport; 

 

         status(s,'solvestat') = transport.solvestat; 

 

         status(s,'modelstat') = transport.modelstat; 

 

         status(s,'seconds') = transport.resusd; 

 

      else 

 

         handle := Waiting ); 

 

      status(s,'status') = handle ); 

 

   display status;  

 

The file iterates among the different scenarios and for each scenario it retrieves the status of its handle 

via the GAMS provided function handle status. The function returns 0 if the handle is not 

known to the system, 2 if the solution process has been terminated and the solution is ready for 

retrieval, and 1 or 3 if the solution cannot be retrieved yet. The acronym facility of GAMS can be 
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used to translate these code numbers into more meaningful names. Thus, in the case that a handle is 

equal to 2, then we can use the execute_loadhandle to load the solution corresponding to the 

specific handle into the GAMS database and query if the solution is optimal or not by checking the 

attributes .modelstat and .solvestat. This file can be called periodically after calling the 

submit.gms via the statement: 

gams check.gms r=submit gdir=grid 

 

The results from querying the different submitted jobs are saved in the check.lst file. 

The report.gms file: 

Once all the submitted jobs have been finished, then we can execute the report.gms file to collect 

and merge the solutions. The code of this file is given below: 

report.gms 

parameter repx(s,i,j) solution report 

 

loop(s$handlecollect(h(s)), 

 

      transport.handle=h(s); 

 

      execute_loadhandle transport ; 

 

      repx(s,i,j) = x.l(i,j); 

 

      display$handledelete(h(s)) 'trouble deleting handles' ; 

 

      h(s) = 0; // indicate that we have loaded the solution   

 

) ;     

 

execute_unload "results.gdx", repx 

 

The above code defines a parameter repx(s,i,j) which will hold the values of the model variable 

x(i,j) over the different scenarios s. Then we iterate across all scenarios and for each scenario:  

 We obtain its handle by calling the GAMS function handlecollect .  

 We use the handle to load the corresponding solution via the statement 

execute_loadhandle transprort .  

 We keep the loaded solution into the parameter repx(s,i,j)  

 We delete the corresponding handle by calling the GAMS function handledelete . A 

successful deletion will return 0. Otherwise, we display an error message.  

When all scenarios have been collected, then we save the repx parameter in a .gdx file called 

results.gdx . 

8.2.2.2. Demonstration of the grid computing using the illustrative example 
 

All the above three files can be placed in a folder from where the GAMS system will be spawn. Inside 

this folder, the grid directory can be created too. In this illustration, the grid directory is simply named 

grid. The grid directory is important since it is the folder where the different model instances, 

GAMS submission scripts, model matrices and model solutions will be kept by GAMS. 

The picture below shows that in the $HOME directory in the Linux system, there is a sub-folder called 

parallel. Inside this folder, there are the three files submit.gms, check.gms and 

report.gms. Also inside the parallel folder, the grid folder has been created too. 
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Then in a terminal window, we execute the submit.gms to initialise the different model instances, 

as described in the previous section: 

 

 

 

Below is an extract from the output after executing this command. The output is from the submission 

system. 
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Notice in the above picture the effect of the parallelisation over the grid, as the submission system 

receives feedback from the grid nodes executing the different jobs/scenarios. For example, the 

iterations of the CPLEX solver are mixed in the output as two solutions are reported, corresponding to 

two different submitted jobs.  

In the picture below there is another part of the output that is produced by executing the 

submit.gms. This output corresponds to the scenario number s=26, to which the handle 

grid146000026 is assigned (as indicated in the output). This implies that GAMS generates the 

model instance that corresponds to the data of scenario s=26, by assigning the handle 

grid146000026  to it and then solves the model using one of the available CPUs in the grid. The 

model instance, data and solution are then stored inside the grid directory grid/grid146000026 

for this scenario. 

 

 

 

Below is a picture of how the grid directory looks like, after the execution of the submit.gms file. 

The number of subfolders in this directory is equal to the number of the submitted scenarios via the 

submit.gms. The name of each folder is the same as the assigned handle in each scenario. 
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In each subfolder gridnnn, where nnn is the handle, the following files are located: a) the *.dat 

files that contain the model instance that will run in the specific grid node; b) the GAMS run scripts 

for running the specific instance, gmsrerun.run, rununit.sh, and which are automatically 

created by GAMS; b) the gmsgrid.gdx file which contains the solution; and c) the file finished 

indicating that the solution in the current grid node has been finished. This is shown below for the 

handle grid146000001 , which corresponds to the scenario s=1. 

 

 

 

To query the status of the submitted jobs, we can execute the check.gms script as described in the 

previous section:  

 

 

 

This script will iterate across the handles of the submitted jobs, and it will produce the following 

output: 
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By checking the contents of the check.lst file we can obtain the status of each submitted job: 
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In the above picture, GAMS reports how much time each job needed, if the solution is optimal 

(modelstat=1) or infeasible (modelstat=4) and if the job has finished (status=Ready) or the system still 

waits for its completion (status=Waiting).  

Once all jobs have been finished, their results can be collected by executing the script report.gms 

as follows:  

 

 

 

The script will iterate across the handles and will collect the solutions. It will also produce a single 

.gdx file that contains the merged results. 
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The .gdx file is located in the same folder from where the report.gms  was invoked. The 

contents of this file for this illustrative example are given below, where the first dimension 

corresponds to the scenario dimension. 
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8.2.3. Equipping TIMES with grid computing features 

 

It is important to mention that this is a first attempt to make use of the grid features of the 

GAMS language in TIMES and further research is required to come with the optimal design of 

a TIMES model suitable to run over a grid of computers. We reserve this research in the 

context of a future project, with a broader participation from the ETSAP community. 

 

The modified TIMES code described in this chapter is given in the accompanying grd.zip file 

8.2.3.1. A TIMES_DEMO model case 
 

A case of the TIMES_DEMO model is transferred from Windows to Linux as described in section 3. 

The picture below presents the definition of the case times_demo_co2 , which will be used in this 

example. 

 

 

 

The contents of the TIMES source and working directory are then copied from Windows to Linux. 

The screenshot below presents the assumed folder structure on the Linux system. The times folder 

contains the source code of the TIMES model generator, while the times_demo folder contains the 

generated model instance.  
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. 

So, the following folders are on the Linux system: 

 $HOME\parallel_times\times , which contains the TIMES source code (in fact, we 

have renamed the folder GAMS_SrcTIMESv400 to times for simplicity) 

 $HOME\parallel_times\times_demo, which contains the TIMES_DEMO instance 

for the case times_demo_co2 (in fact, we have renamed the folder GAMS_WrkTIMES to 

times_demo for simplicity) 

 $HOME\parallel_times\times_demo\gamssave , which will contain the .gdx file 

with the results from the case times_demo_co2 

To be able to store the model instances and their solutions from the grid of CPUs, we need to create a 

Grid Directory inside the  times_demo folder. This directory is called grid as shown in the picture 

below: 

 

 

 

In our example, different scenarios regarding the CO2 tax will be assessed. To this end, in the 

definition of the case  times_demo_co2 there is the data definition file co2tax.dd  file that 

contains the base values for the parameter COM_TAXNET as shown below. 

co2tax.dd 

PARAMETER 

COM_TAXNET ' '/ 

WEU.2005.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR 50 

WEU.2050.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR 100 

/ 

 

Three different CO2 tax scenarios will run for the region WEU, in which the scen1 is the one shown 

in the box above, scen2 assumes a double CO2 tax compared to the scen1,  and scen3 assumes a 

triple CO2 tax compared to the scen1.   
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8.2.3.2. Modifying the times_demo_co2.run file to be a submit script for TIMES 
 

In a first step, a switch may be introduced in the *.run file that will instruct GAMS to solve multiple 

scenarios by using the GAMS language grid features. This switch, which can be called for example 

GRID_COMPUTING can be set via the GAMS statement:   

$SETGLOBAL GRID_COMPUTING 

Similarly to the simple example presented in the previous section, the template file of the TIMES-

DEMO model should be modified to: 

 Define the scenarios which will run over the grid 

 Define the data for each scenario 

 Declare a parameter to hold the handles for the different scenarios 

To define the scenarios which will run over the grid, a new GAMS set called GRID_SCENARIOS is 

introduced in the TIMES code: 

SET GRID_SCENARIOS /scen1, scen2, scen3/; 

To hold the handle of each submitted scenario, a new parameter is declared: 

PARAMETER HANDLE(GRID_SCENARIOS) store the instance handle; 

The last step is to define the data for each scenario. This part requires thorough design, if these 

features were to be integrated into the TIMES model, mainly because there is only one *.run file that 

will encapsulate the asynchronous scenario runs (in contrast to the standard input data interface of 

TIMES via VEDA, which assumes that each scenario has its own *.run file). In this illustrative 

example, the data parameters are modified to be aware of the scenario dimension. Hence, the TIMES 

parameter for the CO2 tax, the COM_TAXNET parameter needs to be augmented with an additional 

dimension for the scenarios. To make the minimum possible changes in this example, and since the 

original COM_TAXNET parameter does not have a separate scenario dimension, a new TIMES data 

input parameter  GS_COM_TAXNET is introduced
7
. This parameter can also be initialised by a *.dd 

file, and it is used in this example to hold the CO2 taxes for each scenario that will be solved in the 

grid facility. Since the co2tax.dd file in the TIMES-DEMO model, initialises the COM_TAXNET 

parameter, another *.dd file is used to initialise the GS_COM_TAXNET parameter; we call this file in 

this example as  grid_scenarios_data.dd . The complete contents of this file are given in 

Appendix 9.4.  This file is placed in the same folder with the rest of the *.dd files needed for this 

scenario. 

Below is the complete times_demo_co2.run file, in which the modifications described above are 

highlighted with yellow colour. 

times_demo_co2.run 

$TITLE  TIMES -- VERSION 4.1.0 

OPTION RESLIM=50000, PROFILE=1, SOLVEOPT=REPLACE; 

OPTION ITERLIM=999999, LIMROW=0, LIMCOL=0, SOLPRINT=OFF; 

 

option LP=cplex; 

 

*--If you want to use an optimizer other than cplex/xpress, enter it here: 

*OPTION LP=MyOptimizer; 

 

$OFFLISTING 

*$ONLISTING 

 

* activate validation to force VAR_CAP/COMPRD 

$SET VALIDATE 'NO' 

                                                      
7
 If we had chosen to modify the original parameter COM_TAXNET, and define it over one more additional 

dimension, then each occurrence of the parameter in the TIMES source code should have been modified too.  
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* reduction of equation system 

$SET REDUCE   'YES' 

*--------------------------------------------------------------* 

* BATINCLUDE calls should all be with lower case file names!!! * 

*--------------------------------------------------------------* 

 

* initialize the environment variables 

$ SET DSCAUTO YES  

$   SET VDA YES  

$   SET DEBUG                          'NO' 

$   SET DUMPSOL                        'NO' 

$   SET SOLVE_NOW                      'YES' 

$   SET MODEL_NAME                     'times' 

$   IF DECLARED REG      $SET STARTRUN 'RESTART' 

$   IF NOT DECLARED REG  $SET STARTRUN 'SCRATCH' 

$SET XTQA YES 

* VAR_UC being set so that non-binding constraints appear in results 

$SET VAR_UC YES  

 OPTION BRATIO=1; 

$ SET OBJ AUTO 

$SET DAMAGE LP 

$ SET LPOINT NONE 

$ SET STAGES NO 

$SET SOLVEDA 'YES' 

$ SET XTQA YES 

 

* merge declarations & data 

$   ONMULTI 

 

* the times-slices MUST come 1st to ensure ordering OK 

$BATINCLUDE times_demo_co2_ts.dd 

  

 

* perform fixed declarations 

$SET BOTIME 1970 

$BATINCLUDE initsys.mod 

 

* declare the (system/user) empties 

$   BATINCLUDE initmty.mod 

*$   BATINCLUDE initmty.mod DSC 

$IF NOT DECLARED REG_BNDCST $Abort "You need to use TIMES v2.3.1 or higher" 

 

$BATINCLUDE base.dd 

$BATINCLUDE dem_ref.dd 

$BATINCLUDE b-newtechs.dd 

$BATINCLUDE syssettings.dd 

$BATINCLUDE tradeattribs.dd 

$BATINCLUDE uctest.dd 

$BATINCLUDE co2tax.dd 

 

SET MILESTONYR /2000,2001,2005,2010,2015,2020,2025,2030,2035,2040,2045,2050/; 

$SET RUN_NAME 'times_demo_co2' 

 

 

$ SET VEDAVDD 'YES' 

 

********************************* 

* Enable GRID COMPUTING FACILITY 

********************************* 

 

$SETGLOBAL GRID_COMPUTING 

 

SET GRID_SCENARIOS  /scen1, scen2, scen3/; 

 

$BATINCLUDE grid_scenarios_data.dd  

 

PARAMETER HANDLE(GRID_SCENARIOS) store the instance handle; 
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* do the rest 

$ BATINCLUDE maindrv.mod mod 

 

 

The above script can be called from the TIMES working directory by entering the following 

command in the terminal: 

gams times_demo_co2.run idir=../times s=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

In the above statement, the save option of GAMS s=submit saves the status of the model run in a 

series of data files starting with the prefix submit . The grid directory is set to grid. The grid 

directory is located in the same folder from where we call the times_demo_co2.run 

8.2.3.3. Modifying the solve.mod file of TIMES to enable grid features 
 

The next modification is the introduction of the “Submission Loop”, in the TIMES source code file 

which calls the SOLVE statement. The grid features and the “Submission Loop” must be enabled 

when the user has set the switch GRID_COMPUTING in the *.run file. Thus, an if-statement can be 

used to check if this switch has been set to enable asynchronous scenario solving over the grid or not 

so as the SOLVE statement is executed in the normal synchronous mode. The if-statement is placed 

before the SOLVE statement. Its purpose is to redirect the execution of the GAMS statements in the 

file to a new part of the code that holds the “Submission Loop”, only if the switch 

GRID_COMPUTING has been enabled by the user. Hence, this statement could look like: 

$IF SET GRID_COMPUTING $GOTO SUBMISSION_LOOP 

The label SUBMISSION_LOOP marks the part of the code with the “Submission Loop”. This part of 

the code performs a series of tasks, which are briefly described below:  

 First, it enables the grid features of GAMS with the statement: 

%MODEL_NAME%.solvelink = %solvelink.AsyncGrid%;    

 Then it has the code for the “Submission Loop”; the GAMS system will iterate through the 

scenarios and for each scenario: 

o Will update the actual model parameter with the data from the GS_COM_TAXNET 

parameter 

o It will solve the TIMES model instance 

o It will keep the handle in the corresponding parameter for future reference 

In the TIMES model, the actual internal parameter that keeps the commodity tax is the OBJ_COMNT 

parameter. Thus, for each scenario, this parameter is initialised from the GS_COM_TAXNET 

parameter in the “Submission Loop”. This is done via the GAMS statement: 

OBJ_COMNT(R,DATAYEAR,C,S,'TAX',CUR)$ GS_COM_TAXNET (GRID_SCENARIOS, 

R, DATAYEAR, C, S, CUR) = GS_COM_TAXNET (GRID_SCENARIOS, R, 

DATAYEAR, C, S, CUR); 

 

Because the assignment of the OBJ_COMNT in the “Submission Loop” happens after the application 

of the interpolation/extrapolation rules, we should pay attention that in the DD file for the 

GS_COM_TAXNET includes values for all the required data years (see also the Appendix 9.4). Of 

course, as stated above, this is just an illustration and not a design proposal for TIMES. In a future 

project, with the broader participation of members from the ETSAP community, a better integrated 

and more robust design could be envisaged that will also take care the interpolation rules. 

After the assignment of the scenario data to the actual model data the SOLVE statement must follow, 

which is the same as the SOLVE statement when no grid features are enabled. Finally, the handle of 
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the scenario run must be kept in the parameter HANDLE to be able to query the status of the job and 

collect the solution results. This is done via the GAMS statement: 

HANDLE(GRID_SCENARIOS)=%MODEL_NAME%.handle; 

Below is the complete code of the solve.mod TIMES source file, in which the parts relevant to the 

grid computing features of GAMS are highlighted.  

solve.mod 

*=============================================================================* 

* SOLVE.MOD solver and solve controls 

*=============================================================================* 

*GaG Questions/Comments: 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*$ONLISTING 

* Release some memory 

$  BATINCLUDE pp_clean.mod 

*  get the optimizer directive file 

%MODEL_NAME%.OPTFILE = OPTFILEID; 

%MODEL_NAME%.PRIOROPT=(OPTFILEID=2); 

* set the model solver status 

%MODEL_NAME%.MODELSTAT = 0; 

* [UR] MACRO: Load previous solution if the file %RUN_NAME%.gdx exists 

* [AL] MACRO: Loading replaced by activation of the SPOINT utility 

$  IF %SOLVE_NOW% == 'NO' $GOTO NO_SOLVE 

* solve TIMES with appropriate METHOD 

$  SETLOCAL METHOD P 

$  IF NOT SET MIXLP $SETLOCAL MIXLP '' 

$  IF NOT SET NONLP $SETLOCAL NONLP '' 

* if ETL or DSC with binary variables use MIP 

$  IF    '%DAMAGE%'==NLP    $SETLOCAL NONLP NL 

$  IF    '%MICRO%'==YES     $SETLOCAL NONLP NL 

$  IF    '%ETL%' == YES     $SETLOCAL MIXLP MI 

$  IF    '%SOLMIP%'==YES    $SETLOCAL MIXLP MI 

$  SETLOCAL METHOD '%MIXLP%%NONLP%P' 

$  IF     %METHOD% == P     $SETLOCAL METHOD LP 

$  IF     %MACRO% == YES    SOLVE %MODEL_NAME% MAXIMIZING VAR_UTIL USING NLP; 

$  IF     %MACRO% == YES    $GOTO CHECK 

 

* solve TIMES as an LP/MIP 

 

$IF SET GRID_COMPUTING $GOTO GRID_COMPUTING 

 

SOLVE %MODEL_NAME% MINIMIZING objZ USING %METHOD%; 

 

$GOTO CHECK 

 

$LABEL GRID_COMPUTING 

 

* turn on the grid option 

 

%MODEL_NAME%.solvelink = %solvelink.AsyncGrid%;   

 

LOOP(GRID_SCENARIOS, 

 

* update model actual parameters with scenario data 

 OBJ_COMNT(R,DATAYEAR,C,S,'TAX',CUR)$ GS_COM_TAXNET (GRID_SCENARIOS, R, DATAYEAR, C, 
S, CUR) = GS_COM_TAXNET (GRID_SCENARIOS, R, DATAYEAR, C, S, CUR); 

 

* solve the model  

 

  SOLVE %MODEL_NAME% MINIMIZING objZ USING %METHOD%; 

 

* keep the handle of the job for future reference 

 

  HANDLE(GRID_SCENARIOS)=%MODEL_NAME%.handle; 
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); 

 

 

$LABEL CHECK 

* do a check on solution errors 

$  BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod 'SOLVE' '*** ERRORS DURING SOLUTION ***' 

* hook for GAMS-CGI WWW output 

$  IF %GAMS_CGI% == 'WWW' $BATINCLUDE www_out.cgi 

$LABEL NO_SOLVE 

*$OFFLISTING  

 

8.2.3.4. Modifying the maindrv.mod file of TIMES to skip the reporting section 
 

The next modification in the TIMES source code requires to skip the reporting section in the model 

code when the grid features are enabled, because this part of the code will be part of the “Collection 

Loop”. Therefore, when the GRID_COMPUTING flag is set the GAMS has to exit from the file 

maindrv.mod. The modified maindrv.mod file is given in the box below, where this change has 

been highlighted in the code.  

maindrv.mod 

*=============================================================================* 

* MAINDRV.EXT is the main driver hooking together the various core model code * 

*   %1 - mod or v# for the source code to be used                             * 

*=============================================================================* 

*  Questions/Comments: 

*   - BATINCLUDE calls should all be with lower case file names for UNIX 

*   - Move the NO_EMTY to the *.RUN (user controlled) for dumpdata control 

*     and make YES/NO the expected value in DUMPPUT 

*   - [AL]: support for TIMES extension modules added 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*$ONLISTING 

* adjust GAMS language defaults to allow mixed mode $ tests and allow latest syntax 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   ONEMPTY 

$   ONMIXED 

$   USE999 

$   SETLOCAL SRC %1 

$   BATINCLUDE setglobs 1 

$   IFI %MICRO%  == YES $SET TIMESED YES  

$   IF '%MACRO%' == YES $SET MODEL_NAME 'times_macro' SET TIMESED '0' SETLOCAL SRC 

tm 

$   IF %TIMESED% == YES $BATINCLUDE readbprice.mod 

* Stochastic & sensitivity analysis controls 

$   IFI %STAGES% == YES $SET STAGES YES 

$   IFI %SENSIS% == YES $SET STAGES Yes 

$   IFI %SPINES% == YES $SET STAGES YES 

$   IF  %STAGES% == YES $SET SENSIS 'NO' SET OBJANN NO 

* Stepped TIMES solution controls 

$   SET R_T 'R,T' SET TX 'T' SET R_V_T 'R,V,T' SET RTPX '' 

$   IF SET TIMESTEP $SET R_T 'R,SUBT(T)' SET TX 'SUBT(T)' SET R_V_T 'R,V,SUBT(T)' 

$   IF SET FIXBOH 

$   IF DEFINED REG_FIXT $SET R_T 'RT_PP(%R_T%)' SET R_V_T 'RVT(%R_V_T%)' SET RTPX X 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* do an check on user data 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod '$IF NOT ERRORFREE' ABORT '*** ERRORS IN INPUT 

DATA/COMPILE ***' 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* hook for GAMS-CGI WWW input 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   IF %GAMS_CGI% == WWW $BATINCLUDE www_in.cgi 
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* perform preprocessor tasks 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod init_ext %EXTEND% 

$   BATINCLUDE ppmain.%1 %1 

$   IFI %INTEXT_ONLY% ==YES $GOTO SKIPTOEND 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod ppm_ext %EXTEND% 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* dump out the user/system data structures 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   IF %DEBUG% == YES       execute_unload "DATADUMP.gdx"; 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* Set the main controls for stochastic mode 

$   IFI %STAGES%==YES $BATINCLUDE stages.stc 

$   IF %STAGES%==YES $%SW_TAGS% 

$   IF NOT %STAGES%==YES $%SW_NOTAGS% 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* build the coefficients 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   IFI '%MID_YEAR%'==YES   $SET DISCSHIFT 0.5 

$   BATINCLUDE coefmain.%1 %1 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod coef_ext %EXTEND% 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* establish model (use different .ext?) 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   IFI %STARTRUN%==RESTART $GOTO FROM_PREV 

$   BATINCLUDE mod_vars.%SRC% 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod mod_vars %EXTEND% 

$   BATINCLUDE eqmain.%1 %1 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod equ_ext %EXTEND% 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE mod_equa.%SRC% 

$   IFI %MERGE% == YES $GOTO FROM_PREV 

$   IF NOT '%EXTEND%' == '' $BATINCLUDE main_ext.mod mod_ext %EXTEND% 

** End of MODEL statement is removed from mod_equa and added here: 

/; 

 

$LABEL FROM_PREV 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* establish bounds 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE bndmain.%1 %1 0 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* do quality assurance checks 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE pp_qack.%1 %1 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* do an check on compile/execute errors 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.%1 '$IF NOT ERRORFREE' ABORT '*** ERRORS IN GAMS COMPILE 

***' 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.%1 ABORT EXECERROR '*** ERRORS IN GAMS EXECUTION ***' 

$   BATINCLUDE spoint.%1 1 

$   IF NOT %RPOINT%==NO $GOTO REPORT 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* solve the appropriate model & report solver status 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   SETLOCAL EXT %1 

$   IFI %STAGES% == YES      $SETLOCAL EXT stc 

$   IF SET TIMESTEP          $SETLOCAL EXT stp 

$   IFI %MERGE% == YES       $SETLOCAL EXT mrg 

$   BATINCLUDE solve.%EXT% %1 

$   IF %SOLVE_NOW% == NO     $GOTO SKIPTOEND 

 

$IF SET GRID_COMPUTING $GOTO SKIPTOEND 
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*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* produce the reports 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   LABEL REPORT 

$   BATINCLUDE rptmain.%1 %1 NO_EMTY 

$   IF NOT %TIMESED%==0 

$   IF NOT %TIMESED%==YES $BATINCLUDE wrtbprice.mod 

$   IF SET SPOINT $BATINCLUDE spoint.%1 0 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* do a check on compile/execute errors from reports 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod '$IF NOT ERRORFREE' ABORT '*** ERRORS IN GAMS COMPILE 

***' 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod ABORT EXECERROR '*** ERRORS IN GAMS EXECUTION ***' 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

$LABEL SKIPTOEND 

*$OFFLISTING 

 

In the above code, the only change needed was to insert the statement,  

$IF SET GRID_COMPUTING $GOTO SKIPTOEND 

 

just before the reporting section. 

 

8.2.4. Writing a GAMS file for a TIMES-based model to query the status of the 

submitted jobs to the grid 

 

As in the case of the illustrative model, it would be useful to have a script through which we would 

like to query the status of the submitted jobs in the grid. The code of such a script for TIMES could be 

as in the box below and can be saved with any name. We choose here the filename gc_check.gms 

and we can place it in the TIMES source code folder. 

 

gc_check.gms 

$offlisting 

* the MODEL_NAME needs to be redefined here 

$SETGLOBAL MODEL_NAME times 

parameter status(grid_scenarios,*) check the status of the scenarios;  

scalar h handle; 

   acronym BadHandle,Waiting,Ready; 

   loop(grid_scenarios, 

      h := handlestatus(handle(grid_scenarios)); 

      if(h=0, 

         h := BadHandle 

      elseif h=2, 

         h := Ready; 

         %MODEL_NAME%.handle = handle(grid_scenarios); 

         execute_loadhandle %MODEL_NAME%; 

         status(grid_scenarios,'solvestat') = %MODEL_NAME%.solvestat; 

         status(grid_scenarios,'modelstat') = %MODEL_NAME%.modelstat; 

         status(grid_scenarios,'seconds') = %MODEL_NAME%.resusd; 

      else 

         h := Waiting ); 

      status(grid_scenarios,'status') = h ); 

   display status; 
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The functionality of this script is the same as with the corresponding script in the illustrative example 

described in the previous section. This script can be saved in the TIMES source code folder and can 

be executed after starting the execution of the times_demo_co2.run script, using the following 

command in the terminal in the times_demo folder: 

gams gc_check.gms idir=../times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

 

We will receive the status of the submitted jobs in the file gc_check.lst which will be created in 

the same folder from where we run the above script (in this example this is the times_demo 

folder). 

8.2.5. Writing a collection script for TIMES 

After all jobs have finished, there is the need to collect and merge the individual solutions. Therefore, 

a GAMS routine with the same functionality as the report.gms routine presented in the previous 

section for the simple illustrative model transport is required.  

In this context, the “Collection Script” for TIMES model will include in its code the reporting part 

from the maindrv.mod file, which is not executed when we the switch GRID_COMPUTING has 

been enabled. In the end, the result collection script shall unload all TIMES input parameters, 

variables and report parameters to a *.gdx file for post-processing with VEDA_BE.  

Two issues were identified here with the TIMES source code for the collection script. The first issue 

is that the reporting routines of TIMES are parameterised based on many switches, which must be 

replicated in the result collection script because they are not carried as such in the GAMS saved file. 

The second issue is that because the TIMES reporting routines are declaring additional parameters 

they cannot be called inside a “Collection Loop”, without additional modification of the TIMES 

source code. Such changes would shift the focus of the discussion from the demonstration of the grid 

computing features to the description of the modifications of the source code in TIMES required for a 

“Collection Loop”. Therefore, in this illustration of the grid computing features we chose not to have 

a “Collection Loop” but to parametrise the collection script to accept as a call parameter the name of 

the scenario for which the user would like to collect the results. In this context, the report can also be 

called in an asynchronous mode, when a scenario has been finished, i.e. without waiting for all 

scenarios to have finished. We expect that both issues can be handled in a future project, in which the 

TIMES code will be modified in such a way that there will be no need to carry the switches in the 

collection script and to enable a “Collection Loop” instead.  

The code of this script, which here we named it gc_report.gms is given in the box below. The 

GAMS script can also be placed in the TIMES source code folder. 

gc_report.gms 

$eolcom // 

 

$   SET VDA YES   

$   SET MODEL_NAME                     'times'  

$   SET VAR_UC YES   

$   SET OBJ AUTO  

$   SET DAMAGE NO  

$   SET STAGES NO  

$   SET RPT_OPT NCAP.1 1  

$   SET DISCSHIFT 0.5  

$   %SW_NOTAGS% 

 

scalar h;  

 

* Collect the handle for the scenario 

 

IF(handlecollect(handle("%gams.user1%")), 

 

 IF (not h=2, abort "handle is not ready"); 
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  %MODEL_NAME%.handle=HANDLE("%gams.user1%"); 

 

 execute_loadhandle %MODEL_NAME%; 

 

 display$handledelete(HANDLE("%gams.user1%")) 'Could not remove handle'; 

 

);  

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

* produce the reports 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

$   LABEL REPORT 

 

$   BATINCLUDE rptmain. %gams.user2% %gams.user2% NO_EMTY 

 

$   IF NOT %TIMESED%==0 

 

$   IF NOT %TIMESED%==YES $BATINCLUDE wrtbprice.mod 

 

$   IF SET SPOINT $BATINCLUDE spoint. %gams.user2% 0 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

* do a check on compile/execute errors from reports 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod '$IF NOT ERRORFREE' ABORT '*** ERRORS IN GAMS COMPILE 

***' 

 

$   BATINCLUDE err_stat.mod ABORT EXECERROR '*** ERRORS IN GAMS EXECUTION ***' 

 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

* dump to the gdx file for VEDA_BE 

 

execute_unload "gamssave/%gams.user1%.gdx"; 

 

The above script can be executed in the terminal from the times_demo folder, using the statement: 

gams gc_report.gms idir=../times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

user2=mod user1=scen1 

In the above example, the results for scen1 are collected. The scenario name is given as a value for the 

argument user1 . The call of the GAMS script must include the information regarding the grid 

directory and the saved status of the model run. It also requires the path to the TIMES source code 

and the main extension of the TIMES code that it is used. The latter is provided in the GAMS call 

argument user2, in accordance with the maindrv.mod script.  

8.2.6. Executing TIMES using the GAMS Grid Computing Features 

8.2.6.1. Submission of the multiple TIMES scenarios 
 

To run the model over the grid computing, and provided that all modifications in the TIMES source 

code have been successfully implemented, a new terminal window in Linux can be opened. In the 

folder times_demo the times_demo_co2.run script is executed by typing the command: 

gams times_demo_co2.run idir=..\times s=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 
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This command will submit the three scenarios to the grid of CPUs. Below is a screenshot part of the 

output that it is received in the submission system. When the GAMS system enters into the 

submission loop, it generates the LP model TIMES for the scenario scen1, and it assigns to this 

scenario the handle grid1097000001. This handle also corresponds to the subdirectory name 

under the grid directory, where the model instance and the solution for this scenario are kept. 

 

 

 

While the scen1 was submitted to the solver subsystem in CPU1, GAMS generates and submits the 

model instance for scen2, as it is shown in the next screenshot. Notice that in the next screenshot, 

the CPLEX/Barrier is already at iteration 15 of scen1, when the next iteration in the “Submission 

Loop” is performed by GAMS. In this iteration, GAMS generates the instance for the scenario scen2, 

it passes it to the solver subsystem in the next available CPU, CPU2, and assigns to the handle 

grid1097000002. Notice also how the output from the two submitted jobs is mixed in the GAMS 

output, where we see for example that while CPU2 starts to execute the model for scen2, CPU1 is 

already at iteration 18. 

 

 

 

By the time the scen3 is submitted, the scen1 has already finished. The handle for scen3 is 

grid1097000003, and it is assigned when the CPLEX/Barrier is at iteration 13 for scen2. 
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The complete output of the times_demo_co2.run is given in Appendix 9.5, together with the 

three objectives from the parallel runs. 

During the submission, the following folders are generated inside the grid directory, which has as 

name the handle of each scenario. 

 

 

 

In each folder the TIMES instance for the specific scenario, the execution scripts that automatically 

generated by GAMS and the solution of the scenarios are kept, as shown in the screenshot below: 

 

 

 

In each grid sub-folder, the solution of the scenario is stored in the file gmsgrid.gdx . The model 

instance is stored in the *.dat files. The *.sh files are script automatically generated by GAMS to 

control the execution. Finally, the file finished indicates that the specific scenario job has been 

completed. 
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8.2.6.2. Querying the status of the multiple scenarios job 
 

Once the scenarios have been submitted to the grid, their status can be queried by running the 

gc_check.gms script. This script should be executed from another terminal window from the 

times_demo folder.  Its execution can be done periodically by typing the command: 

gams gc_check.gms idir=../times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

 

 

 

The execution of the above script will generate the file gc_check.lst in the times_demo 

folder. By inspecting this file, we can obtain the current status of the scenarios, by inspecting the 

contents of the parameter status as shown in the figure below: 

 

gc_check.lst 

----  36887 PARAMETER status  check the status of the scenarios 

 

        solvestat   modelstat     seconds      status 

 

scen1       1.000       1.000       2.270       Ready 

scen2       1.000       1.000       2.406       Ready 

scen3                    Waiting 

 

In the above example, the scenarios scen1 and scen2 have finished, while scen3 is still running. 

8.2.6.3. Collecting the results from the scenarios 
 

Once all scenarios have finished, and their solutions are ready, their results can be collected by 

executing the gc_report.gms script. Since there is no a “Collection Loop” in this illustrative 

example that simultaneously will collect the solutions for the three scenarios, the gc_report.gms 

script has to be executed three times. The execution of the script is done in the times_demo folder, 

by entering the following statements in the terminal: 

gams gc_report.gms idir=..\times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

user2=mod user1=scen1 
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gams gc_report.gms idir=..\times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

user2=mod user1=scen2 

gams gc_report.gms idir=..\times r=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

user2=mod user1=scen3 

 

 

 

The execution of this script will produce the following output for scenario scen1. 

 

 

In the output above we observe that GAMS retrieved the handle for scenario scen1 and then loaded 

the solution from the corresponding gmsgrid.gdx file located in the directory 

grid1097000001. Then it executed the report routines of TIMES and produced the file scen1.gdx 

inside the times_demo/gamssave directory, which then can be copied to the Windows system 

and post-processed with VEDA_BE as shown in section 5.  

When all the three above GAMS calls are executed, the times_demo/gamssave directory will 

contain the three .gdx files for our scenarios, as shown below: 
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These three .gdx files that hold the solutions of the scenarios can be copied to the Windows system 

and run the GDX2VEDA utility to generate the necessary *.vd, *.vds and *.vde files for VEDA_BE. 

In the screenshot below the *.gdx files were copied in the folder C:\times_parallel and the 

GDX2VEDA Windows utility has been executed by typing in the command prompt window the 

following command: 

gdx2veda scen1.gdx c:\veda\veda_fe\gams_srctimesv400\times2veda.vdd 

scen1 

 

 

We repeat the above command for the rest of the two scenarios, by paying attention to change the 

scenario names both for the *.gdx file and the last call argument. When their execution finishes, we 

will have in the folder the necessary files to import in VEDA_BE for post-processing. 
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We can now open VEDA_BE and import the files from the C:\times_parallel folder, as shown 

in the figure below. Please note that to perform this task we must include the 

C:\times_parallel folder into the input file locations in VEDA_BE, by selecting first the 

option “Manage Input File Locations” and then selecting the folder with the *.gdx files 

from the parallel run in Linux. 

 

 

Now we can view and process the results. The picture below presents a VEDA_BE table for the 

objective function across the three scenarios. These are the values for the objective function for the 

three scenarios reported in the parallel run output that is presented in Appendix 9.5. 
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8.3. ISSUES FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION REGARDING RUNNING TIMES 

OVER A GRID OF CPUS 

In this chapter, we presented two alternatives for running multiple and independent scenarios with the 

TIMES model. The first approach consists of manually write run scripts and assign them into different 

CPUs. The second approach considers integrating into the TIMES code the more advanced GAMS 

language grid features. Both approaches can assign the same scenario task to more than one CPU to 

maintain a degree of parallelisation in the CPLEX/Barrier subsystem. However, we avoided 

presenting this capability when using the GAMS grid features because this requires additional GAMS 

programming which is beyond the scope of this project. We reserve this for a future work and only if 

the ETSAP community considers worthy to implement these features in the TIMES model.  

In our view, it is worthy to explore further integrating the GAMS language grid features into the 

TIMES code. The main reason for this is that this approach is platform independent and much of the 

overhead regarding scheduling the parallel jobs and querying their status is done by GAMS. Another 

reason is that with this approach we can easily transfer the TIMES model to other operating systems, 

e.g. PowerPC based 64-bit systems, Solaris, Sparc64-based Solaris and even Android, without 

additional effort. Therefore, with this approach TIMES becomes a platform-independent model 

generator ready for High-Performance Computing both under Windows and Linux.  

Some issues that were encountered, and require a better design than the straightforward solutions 

presented in this chapter, are: 

 The input data interface of TIMES needs to be able to handle multiple scenarios by using a 

single *.run file 

 The solve statement of the model needs to enter into a loop, and to this extent, it is necessary 

to ensure that the internal parameters of TIMES are adequately initialised in the loop, 

including the interpolation/extrapolation routines 
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 The collection loop can be designed to run in a synchronous mode, i.e. after all scenarios have 

finished, or in an asynchronous mode, i.e. separate for each scenario; both approaches have 

advantages and disadvantages and therefore they need to be carefully designed. 

Next steps, which are beyond the scope of this project are to assign individual scenarios from batch 

job to different processors depending on the processing resources. While assigning scenarios to 

processes or process groups, running multiple scenarios on different possessors may not necessarily 

save time when compared to running scenarios sequentially where each scenario has access to 

multiple processors. This is because solution step for each scenario in a setting where scenarios are 

parallelised but each scenario has access to fewer processors negatively impacts solver level 

parallelisation and hence solution time. This also requires further exploration.     

In conclusion, we think that these first exploratory steps towards making TIMES a platform 

independent model generator capable for High-Performance Computing moves TIMES forward. A 

better design, and a broader involvement from the ETSAP community, could lead to a model 

generator that is suitable to handle and solve in an efficient way very large energy system models, by 

exploiting parallelism. Therefore, we think that it is worthy to further explore them and benefit from 

other projects exploring High-Performance Computing with energy systems model. 

 

9. APPENDIX 

9.1. TIMES SOURCE FILES THAT NEED TO BE MODIFIED FOR TRANSFERRING 

THE MODEL IN LINUX 

 

The modifications in the TIMES code are provided in the accompanying linux.zip file 

 

The modifications suggested in this appendix are not needed for TIMES code versions v420 and 

above.  

Those files that make calls to the Windows OS system, such as copy commands or move 

commands, must be modified to do these operations in Linux too. We have identified three files that 

made such calls, namely pp_clean.mod , spoint.mod and eqlducs.vda. However, since the 

files pp_clean.mod and spoint.mod use POSIX commands, there is no need to be modified. 

Modification of the TIMES code is needed only for the file eqlducs.vda due to incompatibility 

with Linux system call. 

However, in the file spoint.mod the name of the model is used to create the filename for the 

solution point file. This is done by using the %MODEL_NAME% Gams control variable. Therefore, 

the name of the model contained in the %MODEL_NAME% parameter shall be in lowercase. This 

requires modifications to the files maindrv.mod and in the user run file *.run. 

Below are the exact modifications made in the two files maindrv.mod and eqlducs.vda. 

File *.run 

In the template .run file in VEDA_FE the model name is set via the statement 

$   SET MODEL_NAME  'TIMES' 

It is necessary to change the model name in lowercase in the *.run template file: 
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$SET MODEL_NAME 'times' 

File: maindrv.mod 

In the maindrv.mod file, the %MODEL_NAME% for the TIMES MACRO is set via the statement: 

$   IF '%MACRO%' == YES $SET MODEL_NAME 'TIMES_MACRO' SET TIMESED '0' SETLOCAL SRC 

tm 

It is suggested to modified the above line as follows: 

$   IF '%MACRO%' == YES $SET MODEL_NAME 'times_macro' SET TIMESED '0' SETLOCAL SRC 

tm 

File: eqlducs.vda 

This file contains the advanced discrete unit commitment implementation in TIMES (see also the 

document: “Dispatching and Unit Commitment Features in TIMES). This file is included in TIMES 

model generator only when the user uses the ACT_CSTSD parameter for start-up/shut-down costs 

instead of the basic ACT_CSTUP parameter.  

In this file, there are two calls to the Windows OS in lines 150-151, which define option files for 

CPLEX and XPRESS solvers that enable the usage of the indicator constraints. These calls are using 

the copy command, which is not compatible in Linux.  

$  if exist cplex.opt execute "copy /Y cplex.opt+indic.txt cplex.op2 > nul"; 

 

$  if exist xpress.opt execute "copy /Y xpress.opt+indic.txt xpress.op2 > nul"; 

 

Instead of the copy command, the POSIX command cat can achieve the same result. This 

command is compatible both in Windows and Linux operating systems. 

$ if exist cplex.opt execute "cat cplex.opt indic.txt > cplex.op2"; 

 

$ if exist xpress.opt execute "cat xpress.opt indic.txt > xpress.op2"; 

 

9.2. LINUX UTILITY TO CONVERT FILE AND FOLDER NAMES TO LOWERCASE 

It is recommended that the convmv utility shall be installed in the Linux environment, by using the 

command: 

sudo apt install convmv 

This utility is a handy way to convert uppercase filenames to lowercase, which is necessary for the 

correct operation of TIMES. It is important to have file and folder names in lower case because Linux 

OS is case sensitive. The source code of TIMES, including user data files, must be converted into 

lowercase or uppercase filenames.  
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9.3.  THE GAMS CODE OF THE TRANSPORT MODEL USED IN THE 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE GRID COMPUTING FEATURES 

We present below the GAMS code files for an illustrative model (the transport model) in a grid 

facility. There are three files submit.gms with the model code and the submission loop, 

check.gms which queries the status of the submitted jobs, and report.gms which collects the 

results from the submitted jobs.  

The code of the file submit.gms is the following: 

 

$title Grid Transportation Problem (TRNSGRID,SEQ=315) 

$eolcom // 

  Sets 

       i   canning plants   / seattle, san-diego / 

       j   markets          / new-york, chicago, topeka / ; 

  Parameters 

       a(i)  capacity of plant i in cases 

         /    seattle     350 

              san-diego   600  / 

       b(j)  demand at market j in cases 

         /    new-york    325 

              chicago     300 

              topeka      275  / ; 

  Table d(i,j)  distance in thousands of miles 

                    new-york       chicago      topeka 

      seattle          2.5           1.7          1.8 

      san-diego        2.5           1.8          1.4  ; 

  Scalar f  freight in dollars per case per thousand miles  /90/ ; 

  Parameter c(i,j)  transport cost in thousands of dollars per case ; 

            c(i,j) = f * d(i,j) / 1000 ; 

  Variables 

       x(i,j)  shipment quantities in cases 

       z       total transportation costs in thousands of dollars ; 

  Positive Variable x ; 

  Equations 

       cost        define objective function 

       supply(i)   observe supply limit at plant i 

       demand(j)   satisfy demand at market j     ; 

  cost ..        z  =e=  sum((i,j), c(i,j)*x(i,j)) ; 

  supply(i) ..   sum(j, x(i,j))  =l=  a(i) ; 

  demand(j) ..   sum(i, x(i,j))  =g=  b(j) ; 

 

  Model transport /all/ ; 

* … above is the code of the trnsport.gms model of the GAMS library 

  set s scenarios to be run in the grid / 1*50 /; 

  parameter dem(s,j)  scenario demands; 

  dem(s,j)= b(j)*uniform(.95,1.15); // create some random demands 

* This is the scenario submission loop to the grid 

  parameter     h(s) store the instance handle; 

  transport.solvelink = %solvelink.AsyncGrid%;  // turn on grid option 

  loop(s, 

      b(j) = dem(s,j);    // modify here the model's parameter for each scenario 

      Solve transport using lp minimizing z; 

      h(s) = transport.handle ;    // save instance handle 

); 

 

The highlighted parts of the above code are relevant to the grid computing and are explained in the 

main text of this report in section 8.2.2 .  

9.4.  THE GRID_SCENARIOS_DATA.DD FILE 

The contents of the grid_scenarios_data.dd file is given below. Please note that because the 

actual TIMES model parameter that is updated in the “Submission Loop” it is assigned after the 
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interpolation/extrapolation of the COM_TAXNET parameter, we have to take care that the 

GS_COM_TAXNET will contain both interpolated and extrapolated data in order to be correctly 

assigned to the actual model parameter OBJ_COMNT. Of course, this is something that can be done 

automatically using the TIMES interpolation/extrapolation mechanisms once the grid computing 

features of GAMS becomes a standard implementation in TIMES. 

grid_scenarios_data.dd 

PARAMETER 

GS_COM_TAXNET ' '/ 

Scen1.WEU.2000.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2001.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2002.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2003.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2004.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2005.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    50 

Scen1.WEU.2006.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    51.1111111111111 

Scen1.WEU.2007.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    52.2222222222222 

Scen1.WEU.2008.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    53.3333333333333 

Scen1.WEU.2009.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    54.4444444444444 

Scen1.WEU.2010.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    55.5555555555556 

Scen1.WEU.2011.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    56.6666666666667 

Scen1.WEU.2012.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    57.7777777777778 

Scen1.WEU.2013.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    58.8888888888889 

Scen1.WEU.2014.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    60 

Scen1.WEU.2015.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    61.1111111111111 

Scen1.WEU.2016.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    62.2222222222222 

Scen1.WEU.2017.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    63.3333333333333 

Scen1.WEU.2018.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    64.4444444444444 

Scen1.WEU.2019.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    65.5555555555556 

Scen1.WEU.2020.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    66.6666666666667 

Scen1.WEU.2021.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    67.7777777777778 

Scen1.WEU.2022.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    68.8888888888889 

Scen1.WEU.2023.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    70 

Scen1.WEU.2024.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    71.1111111111111 

Scen1.WEU.2025.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    72.2222222222222 

Scen1.WEU.2026.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    73.3333333333333 

Scen1.WEU.2027.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    74.4444444444444 

Scen1.WEU.2028.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    75.5555555555556 

Scen1.WEU.2029.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    76.6666666666667 

Scen1.WEU.2030.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    77.7777777777778 

Scen1.WEU.2031.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    78.8888888888889 

Scen1.WEU.2032.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    80 

Scen1.WEU.2033.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    81.1111111111111 

Scen1.WEU.2034.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    82.2222222222222 

Scen1.WEU.2035.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    83.3333333333333 

Scen1.WEU.2036.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    84.4444444444444 

Scen1.WEU.2037.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    85.5555555555556 

Scen1.WEU.2038.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    86.6666666666667 

Scen1.WEU.2039.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    87.7777777777778 

Scen1.WEU.2040.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    88.8888888888889 

Scen1.WEU.2041.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    90 

Scen1.WEU.2042.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    91.1111111111111 

Scen1.WEU.2043.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    92.2222222222222 

Scen1.WEU.2044.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    93.3333333333333 

Scen1.WEU.2045.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    94.4444444444444 

Scen1.WEU.2046.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    95.5555555555556 

Scen1.WEU.2047.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    96.6666666666667 

Scen1.WEU.2048.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    97.7777777777778 

Scen1.WEU.2049.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    98.8888888888889 

Scen1.WEU.2050.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen1.WEU.2051.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen1.WEU.2052.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

 

Scen2.WEU.2000.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen2.WEU.2001.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen2.WEU.2002.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 
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Scen2.WEU.2003.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen2.WEU.2004.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen2.WEU.2005.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    100 

Scen2.WEU.2006.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    102.222222222222 

Scen2.WEU.2007.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    104.444444444444 

Scen2.WEU.2008.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    106.666666666667 

Scen2.WEU.2009.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    108.888888888889 

Scen2.WEU.2010.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    111.111111111111 

Scen2.WEU.2011.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    113.333333333333 

Scen2.WEU.2012.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    115.555555555556 

Scen2.WEU.2013.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    117.777777777778 

Scen2.WEU.2014.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    120 

Scen2.WEU.2015.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    122.222222222222 

Scen2.WEU.2016.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    124.444444444444 

Scen2.WEU.2017.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    126.666666666667 

Scen2.WEU.2018.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    128.888888888889 

Scen2.WEU.2019.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    131.111111111111 

Scen2.WEU.2020.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    133.333333333333 

Scen2.WEU.2021.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    135.555555555556 

Scen2.WEU.2022.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    137.777777777778 

Scen2.WEU.2023.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    140 

Scen2.WEU.2024.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    142.222222222222 

Scen2.WEU.2025.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    144.444444444444 

Scen2.WEU.2026.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    146.666666666667 

Scen2.WEU.2027.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    148.888888888889 

Scen2.WEU.2028.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    151.111111111111 

Scen2.WEU.2029.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    153.333333333333 

Scen2.WEU.2030.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    155.555555555556 

Scen2.WEU.2031.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    157.777777777778 

Scen2.WEU.2032.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    160 

Scen2.WEU.2033.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    162.222222222222 

Scen2.WEU.2034.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    164.444444444444 

Scen2.WEU.2035.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    166.666666666667 

Scen2.WEU.2036.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    168.888888888889 

Scen2.WEU.2037.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    171.111111111111 

Scen2.WEU.2038.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    173.333333333333 

Scen2.WEU.2039.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    175.555555555556 

Scen2.WEU.2040.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    177.777777777778 

Scen2.WEU.2041.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    180 

Scen2.WEU.2042.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    182.222222222222 

Scen2.WEU.2043.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    184.444444444444 

Scen2.WEU.2044.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    186.666666666667 

Scen2.WEU.2045.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    188.888888888889 

Scen2.WEU.2046.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    191.111111111111 

Scen2.WEU.2047.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    193.333333333333 

Scen2.WEU.2048.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    195.555555555556 

Scen2.WEU.2049.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    197.777777777778 

Scen2.WEU.2050.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    200 

Scen2.WEU.2051.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    200 

Scen2.WEU.2052.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    200 

 

Scen3.WEU.2000.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2001.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2002.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2003.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2004.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2005.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    150 

Scen3.WEU.2006.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    153.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2007.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    156.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2008.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    160 

Scen3.WEU.2009.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    163.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2010.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    166.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2011.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    170 

Scen3.WEU.2012.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    173.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2013.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    176.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2014.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    180 

Scen3.WEU.2015.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    183.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2016.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    186.666666666667 
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Scen3.WEU.2017.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    190 

Scen3.WEU.2018.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    193.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2019.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    196.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2020.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    200 

Scen3.WEU.2021.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    203.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2022.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    206.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2023.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    210 

Scen3.WEU.2024.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    213.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2025.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    216.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2026.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    220 

Scen3.WEU.2027.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    223.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2028.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    226.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2029.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    230 

Scen3.WEU.2030.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    233.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2031.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    236.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2032.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    240 

Scen3.WEU.2033.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    243.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2034.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    246.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2035.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    250 

Scen3.WEU.2036.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    253.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2037.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    256.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2038.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    260 

Scen3.WEU.2039.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    263.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2040.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    266.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2041.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    270 

Scen3.WEU.2042.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    273.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2043.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    276.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2044.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    280 

Scen3.WEU.2045.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    283.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2046.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    286.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2047.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    290 

Scen3.WEU.2048.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    293.333333333333 

Scen3.WEU.2049.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    296.666666666667 

Scen3.WEU.2050.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    300 

Scen3.WEU.2051.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    300 

Scen3.WEU.2052.GHG.ANNUAL.CUR    300 

/ 

 

9.5.  COMPLETE OUTPUT FROM THE SUBMISSION OF TIMES_DEMO_CO2.RUN 

WHEN USING THE GAMS LANGUAGE GRID COMPUTING FEATURES 

Below we give the complete output from the parallel execution of three scenarios, scen1, scen2, and 

scen3 in TIMES when executing the submission script times_demo_co2.run. 

panose@panose-VirtualBox:~$ cd parallel_times 

panose@panose-VirtualBox:~/parallel_times$ cd times_demo 

panose@panose-VirtualBox:~/parallel_times/times_demo$ gams times_demo_co2.run 

idir=../times s=submit gdir=grid filecase=2 

--- Job times_demo_co2.run Start 07/31/17 13:40:50 24.8.5 r61358 LEX-LEG x86 

64bit/Linux 

GAMS 24.8.5   Copyright (C) 1987-2017 GAMS Development. All rights reserved 

Licensee: Eval License Paul Scherrer Institute           S170704:0441AO-GEN 

          Laboratory for Energy Systems Analysis                    DC13418 

          License for teaching and research at degree granting institutions 

          License Admin: Leonardo Barreto, bounced                          

--- Starting compilation 

--- times_demo_co2.run(45) 2 Mb 

--- .times_demo_co2_ts.dd(20) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(50) 3 Mb 

--- .initsys.mod(176) 3 Mb 

--- ..units.def(14) 3 Mb 

--- .initsys.mod(179) 3 Mb 

--- ..maplists.def(116) 3 Mb 

--- .initsys.mod(182) 3 Mb 

--- ..globals.def(12) 3 Mb 
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--- .initsys.mod(182) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(53) 3 Mb 

--- .initmty.mod(726) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ...initmty.dsc(13) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ...initmty.vda(59) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 3 Mb 

--- .initmty.mod(728) 3 Mb 

--- ..err_stat.mod(58) 3 Mb 

--- .initmty.mod(729) 3 Mb 

--- ..err_stat.mod(58) 3 Mb 

--- .initmty.mod(735) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(57) 3 Mb 

--- .base.dd(2382) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(58) 3 Mb 

--- .dem_ref.dd(298) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(59) 3 Mb 

--- .b-newtechs.dd(794) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(60) 3 Mb 

--- .syssettings.dd(257) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(61) 3 Mb 

--- .tradeattribs.dd(55) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(62) 3 Mb 

--- .uctest.dd(172) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(63) 3 Mb 

--- .co2tax.dd(20) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(80) 3 Mb 

--- .grid_scenarios_data.dd(173) 3 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(85) 3 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(18) 3 Mb 

--- ..setglobs.gms(44) 3 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(35) 3 Mb 

--- ..err_stat.mod(58) 3 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(45) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ...init_ext.dsc(16) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ...init_ext.vda(111) 3 Mb 

--- ....equcrtp.vda(21) 3 Mb 

--- ...init_ext.vda(139) 3 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 3 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(46) 3 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(193) 3 Mb 

--- ...timslice.mod(74) 3 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ...timslice.mod(81) 3 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(236) 3 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 3 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(244) 3 Mb 

--- ...pp_off.mod(19) 3 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(255) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(55) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepret.dsc(16) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(58) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillvint.gms(22) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(78) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(79) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(80) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(81) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(82) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(83) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 
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--- ...preppm.mod(84) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(85) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(86) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(90) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(91) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(95) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(96) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(97) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(98) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(99) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(100) 3 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(107) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(108) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(109) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(110) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(111) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(112) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(113) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(114) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(115) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(116) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(117) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(118) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(119) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(120) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(121) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(122) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 3 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(123) 3 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(124) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(125) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(126) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(130) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(131) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(132) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 
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--- ...preppm.mod(133) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(134) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(135) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(136) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(137) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(141) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(142) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(143) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(144) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(145) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(146) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(147) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(148) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(149) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(150) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(151) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(155) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(156) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(157) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(161) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(162) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(163) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(164) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(165) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(166) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(167) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(168) 4 Mb 

--- ....filparam.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(174) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(175) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(176) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(177) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(181) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(182) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(183) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 
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--- ...preppm.mod(184) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(185) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(186) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(190) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(191) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(195) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(196) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(197) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(198) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(199) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(203) 4 Mb 

--- ....prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(209) 4 Mb 

--- ....main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.dsc(9) 4 Mb 

--- ....main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(20) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(21) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(22) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(23) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(24) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(25) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(26) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(27) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(28) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(29) 4 Mb 

--- ......fillparm.gms(55) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(34) 4 Mb 

--- ......equcrtp.vda(38) 4 Mb 

--- .......prepparm.gms(69) 4 Mb 

--- ......equcrtp.vda(45) 4 Mb 

--- .....prep_ext.vda(80) 4 Mb 

--- ....main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(214) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(215) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(216) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(217) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(218) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(219) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(220) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(221) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 
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--- ...preppm.mod(222) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(223) 4 Mb 

--- ....preshape.gms(47) 4 Mb 

--- ...preppm.mod(238) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(342) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(363) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_off.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(465) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(546) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_off.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(562) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_off.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(567) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(592) 4 Mb 

--- ...main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_prelv.vda(87) 4 Mb 

--- .....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_prelv.vda(105) 4 Mb 

--- .....pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_prelv.vda(117) 4 Mb 

--- ...main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(595) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(14) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(30) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(53) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(75) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(94) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qafs.mod(107) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(610) 4 Mb 

--- ...filshape.gms(24) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(616) 4 Mb 

--- ...filparam.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(677) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(678) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(679) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(680) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(681) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(682) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(683) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(684) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(709) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(749) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(47) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(53) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(778) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlpk.mod(51) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(785) 4 Mb 
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--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(786) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(787) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(788) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(789) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(800) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_chp.mod(62) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_chp.mod(65) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(808) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlff.mod(38) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(811) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfs.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(820) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(47) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbr.mod(53) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(822) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(828) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(829) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(831) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlif.mod(16) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlif.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(864) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(980) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(28) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(981) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(28) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(982) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(28) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(983) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(28) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(984) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(28) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_qaput.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlbd.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1063) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1189) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlus.mod(35) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1190) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlus.mod(35) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1191) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlus.mod(35) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1192) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_lvlus.mod(35) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1313) 4 Mb 

--- ...pp_reduce.red(188) 4 Mb 

--- ..ppmain.mod(1322) 4 Mb 
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--- .maindrv.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...ppm_ext.dsc(8) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...ppm_ext.vda(57) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_actef.vda(46) 4 Mb 

--- ...ppm_ext.vda(140) 4 Mb 

--- ....equcrtp.vda(54) 4 Mb 

--- ...ppm_ext.vda(140) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(62) 4 Mb 

--- ..coefmain.mod(10) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_cpt.mod(46) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_shapr.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_cpt.mod(57) 4 Mb 

--- ....pp_shapr.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_cpt.mod(61) 4 Mb 

--- ..coefmain.mod(13) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_nio.mod(64) 4 Mb 

--- ..coefmain.mod(16) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_ptr.mod(89) 4 Mb 

--- ..coefmain.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ....filparam.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(117) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(118) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(119) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(122) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(123) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(124) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(127) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(128) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(135) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(138) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(139) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(140) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(144) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(145) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(146) 4 Mb 

--- ....fillcost.gms(41) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_obj.mod(202) 4 Mb 

--- ..coefmain.mod(22) 4 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(63) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_ext.vda(52) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqlducs.vda(39) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_ext.vda(53) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(28) 4 Mb 

--- .....pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(29) 4 Mb 

--- ...coef_ext.vda(57) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(68) 4 Mb 

--- ..mod_vars.mod(90) 4 Mb 
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--- .maindrv.mod(69) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 4 Mb 

--- ...mod_vars.dsc(16) 4 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(70) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(18) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqdeclr.mod(191) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(30) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(40) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobjinv.mod(325) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(50) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobjfix.mod(224) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(57) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobjvar.mod(66) 4 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobjvar.mod(95) 4 Mb 

--- .....cal_caps.mod(27) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobjvar.mod(109) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(62) 4 Mb 

--- ....eqobsalv.mod(139) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(92) 4 Mb 

--- ....main_ext.mod(15) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqobj.mod(101) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(37) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqactflo.mod(27) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(43) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqactbnd.mod(25) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqactbnd.mod(25) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(45) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqactbnd.mod(25) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(50) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(51) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(52) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(53) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(54) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(55) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcom.mod(21) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(60) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcapact.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(61) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcapact.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(62) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcapact.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(72) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcpt.mod(24) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(73) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcpt.mod(24) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(74) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcpt.mod(24) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(85) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcumcom.mod(30) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(86) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcumcom.mod(30) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(88) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcumflo.mod(23) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcumflo.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(94) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(23) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 4 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 4 Mb 
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--- .....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(35) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(38) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(47) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(68) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 4 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(80) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(83) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 4 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(87) 4 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(110) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(95) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(23) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(35) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(68) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(80) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(83) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(87) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(110) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(102) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(23) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(35) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqcombal.mod(110) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(107) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflobnd.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflobnd.mod(41) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(108) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflobnd.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 
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--- ...eqflobnd.mod(41) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(109) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflobnd.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflobnd.mod(41) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(114) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(16) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(22) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(23) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(115) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(16) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(22) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(23) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(16) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(22) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflofr.mod(23) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(121) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(122) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(123) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(128) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(129) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(130) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqfloshr.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(135) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(100) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(136) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(100) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(137) 5 Mb 
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--- ...eqflomrk.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqflomrk.mod(100) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(142) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqire.mod(51) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(148) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqirebnd.mod(66) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(149) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqirebnd.mod(66) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(150) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqirebnd.mod(66) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(155) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(28) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(29) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(43) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(65) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(37) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_fflo.mod(48) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(68) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_ire.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(72) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_cap.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(75) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_stgn.mod(19) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqpeak.mod(88) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(160) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqptrans.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqptrans.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqptrans.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(165) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgips.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(166) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgaux.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(171) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgtss.mod(81) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(176) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(177) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(178) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(179) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(180) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(181) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqstgflo.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(188) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcst.mod(176) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcst.mod(193) 5 Mb 

--- ....cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqbndcst.mod(211) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(218) 5 Mb 
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--- ...equcwrap.mod(18) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(20) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(22) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(24) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 
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--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(26) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(28) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(30) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(59) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(61) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(63) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(65) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(67) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(69) 5 Mb 
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--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(71) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(80) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(82) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(84) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(86) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(88) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(90) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(92) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(97) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_pasti.mod(29) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(32) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(59) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(61) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(63) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(65) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(67) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(71) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(80) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(82) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(84) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(86) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(88) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(90) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(92) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(97) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_pasti.mod(29) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(59) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 
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--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(61) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(63) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(65) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(67) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(71) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(80) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(82) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(84) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(86) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(88) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(90) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(92) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(97) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_pasti.mod(29) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(59) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(61) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(63) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(65) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(67) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(71) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(80) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(82) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(84) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(33) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(86) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(88) 5 Mb 
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--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(90) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(92) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(97) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_pasti.mod(29) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(34) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(25) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_red.red(69) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ......cal_caps.mod(27) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_flo.mod(73) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(36) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ncap.mod(47) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_cap.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(40) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_act.mod(49) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(42) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_compd.mod(50) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(44) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_comnt.mod(45) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(46) 5 Mb 

--- .....uc_ire.mod(54) 5 Mb 

--- ....equserco.mod(116) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(38) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(219) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(9) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(220) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(9) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(221) 5 Mb 

--- ...equcwrap.mod(9) 5 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(230) 5 Mb 

--- ...eqxbnd.mod(55) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(231) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqxbnd.mod(55) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(232) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqxbnd.mod(55) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(238) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqblnd.mod(67) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(239) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqblnd.mod(67) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(240) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqblnd.mod(67) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(241) 6 Mb 

--- ...eqblnd.mod(67) 6 Mb 

--- ..eqmain.mod(251) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(71) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.dsc(7) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(64) 6 Mb 

--- ....pp_actef.vda(80) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(67) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqcaflac.vda(33) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(68) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqcaflac.vda(41) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqcaflac.vda(55) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqactups.vda(24) 6 Mb 

--- .....pp_lvlfc.mod(41) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqactups.vda(126) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(70) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqlducs.vda(124) 6 Mb 
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--- ...equ_ext.vda(73) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(40) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(66) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(73) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(74) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(40) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(66) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(73) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(75) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(40) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(66) 6 Mb 

--- .....cal_red.red(69) 6 Mb 

--- ....eqashar.vda(73) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(84) 6 Mb 

--- ....equcrtp.vda(85) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(85) 6 Mb 

--- ....equcrtp.vda(85) 6 Mb 

--- ...equ_ext.vda(86) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(75) 6 Mb 

--- ..mod_equa.mod(219) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(77) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ...mod_ext.dsc(5) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ...mod_ext.vda(41) 6 Mb 

--- ..main_ext.mod(15) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(85) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(23) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_act.mod(22) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(28) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_flo.mod(36) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(33) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_stg.mod(23) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(34) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_stg.mod(23) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(43) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_set.mod(25) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(48) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_set.mod(25) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(53) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_set.mod(25) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(54) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_set.mod(25) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(60) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_cum.mod(44) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(65) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(9) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(10) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(11) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(12) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(13) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(14) 6 Mb 

--- ....bnd_ucv.mod(31) 6 Mb 

--- ...bnd_ucw.mod(19) 6 Mb 

--- ..bndmain.mod(81) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(90) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(62) 6 Mb 
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--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(71) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(79) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(95) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(102) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(107) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(118) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(123) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(134) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(144) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(155) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(161) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(166) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(174) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(178) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(182) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(193) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(204) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(212) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(226) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(235) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(242) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(251) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(275) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(284) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(292) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(298) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(305) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(315) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(324) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(332) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(338) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(343) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(352) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(357) 6 Mb 
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--- ...pp_qaput.mod(17) 6 Mb 

--- ..pp_qack.mod(359) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(95) 6 Mb 

--- ..err_stat.mod(58) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(96) 6 Mb 

--- ..err_stat.mod(58) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(97) 6 Mb 

--- ..spoint.mod(50) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(106) 6 Mb 

--- ..solve.mod(8) 6 Mb 

--- ...pp_clean.mod(23) 6 Mb 

--- ..solve.mod(59) 6 Mb 

--- ...err_stat.mod(58) 6 Mb 

--- ..solve.mod(65) 6 Mb 

--- .maindrv.mod(128) 6 Mb 

--- times_demo_co2.run(88) 7 Mb 

--- Starting execution: elapsed 0:00:00.154 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36810) 14 Mb 

--- Generating LP model TIMES 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36814) 22 Mb 

--- LOOPS GRID_SCENARIOS = scen1 

---   14,672 rows  22,105 columns  115,094 non-zeroes 

--- Submitting model TIMES with handle grid1097000001 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36810) 22 Mb 

--- Generating LP model TIMES 

 

IBM ILOG CPLEX   24.8.5 r61358 Released May 10, 2017 LEG x86 64bit/Linux       

--- times_demo_co2.run(19302) 22 Mb--- GAMS/Cplex licensed for continuous and 

discrete problems. 

Cplex 12.7.1.0 

 

Reading parameter(s) from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

>>  scaind 0 

>>  rerun yes 

>>  iis yes 

>>  lpmethod 4 

>>  baralg 1 

>>  barcrossalg 1 

>>  barorder 2 

Finished reading from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

Reading data... 

Starting Cplex... 

--- times_demo_co2.run(19939) 22 MbSpace for names approximately 1.82 Mb 

Use option 'names no' to turn use of names off 

CPXPARAM_Advance                                 0 

CPXPARAM_TimeLimit                               50000 

CPXPARAM_LPMethod                                4 

CPXPARAM_Threads                                 1 

CPXPARAM_Parallel                                1 

CPXPARAM_Tune_TimeLimit                          10000 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Algorithm                       1 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Limits_Iteration                999999 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Ordering                        2 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Crossover                       1 

Tried aggregator 1 time. 

LP Presolve eliminated 2691 rows and 6693 columns. 

Aggregator did 2100 substitutions. 

Reduced LP has 9881 rows, 13384 columns, and 76173 nonzeros. 

Presolve time = 0.05 sec. (34.11 ticks) 

Symmetry aggregator did 7282 additional substitutions. 

Tried aggregator 0 times. 

Reduced presolve eliminated 0 rows and 451 columns. 

Reduced LP has 6743 rows, 8789 columns, and 49862 nonzeros. 

Presolve time = 0.01 sec. (5.46 ticks) 

Parallel mode: none, using 1 thread for barrier 

 

***NOTE: Found 18 dense columns. 
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Number of nonzeros in lower triangle of A*A' = 68231 

Total time for approximate-min-fill ordering = 0.01 sec. (7.34 ticks) 

Summary statistics for Cholesky factor: 

  Rows in Factor            = 6761 

  Integer space required    = 24194 

  Total non-zeros in factor = 211396 

  Total FP ops to factor    = 20457598 

 Itn      Primal Obj        Dual Obj  Prim Inf Upper Inf  Dual Inf Inf Ratio 

   0  -5.5282300e+15  -6.5953038e+12  1.76e+12  1.22e+11  1.11e+11  1.00e+00 

--- times_demo_co2.run(19677) 22 Mb   1  -1.0416145e+15   2.3681896e+15  1.29e+12  

8.96e+10  8.86e+10  1.12e+00 

   2  -5.0369794e+14   2.0663661e+15  1.07e+12  7.41e+10  6.37e+10  1.79e+00 

   3   4.6832130e+14   1.7441436e+15  4.62e+11  3.20e+10  4.97e+10  2.11e+00 

--- times_demo_co2.run(22651) 22 Mb   4   9.1165772e+14   1.2942220e+15  1.84e+11  

1.28e+10  1.50e+10  7.75e+00 

   5   1.0854641e+15   1.1375455e+15  2.78e+10  1.93e+09  3.48e+09  3.82e+01 

   6   9.0610897e+14   9.0371953e+14  3.72e+09  2.58e+08  4.73e+08  5.69e+02 

   7   3.0542862e+14   3.3524693e+14  8.11e+08  5.62e+07  1.22e+08  3.57e+03 

   8   7.3725553e+13   8.3827837e+13  2.43e+08  1.69e+07  3.71e+07  1.33e+04 

   9   6.4166493e+13   7.2791306e+13  2.22e+08  1.53e+07  3.36e+07  1.38e+04 

  10   5.1666021e+13   5.6939565e+13  1.85e+08  1.28e+07  2.73e+07  1.61e+04 

  11   4.1815981e+13   3.4458013e+13  1.50e+08  1.04e+07  1.66e+07  2.53e+04 

  12   3.6979302e+13   2.9614697e+13  1.37e+08  9.45e+06  1.49e+07  2.69e+04 

  13   2.8972201e+13   2.4400228e+13  1.05e+08  7.29e+06  1.21e+07  3.47e+04 

  14   2.3342860e+13   1.4744822e+13  8.39e+07  5.81e+06  7.05e+06  6.24e+04 

  15   1.8728248e+13   1.1054304e+13  6.68e+07  4.63e+06  5.19e+06  8.83e+04 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36814) 22 Mb 

--- LOOPS GRID_SCENARIOS = scen2 

---   14,672 rows  22,105 columns  115,094 non-zeroes  16   1.6184415e+13   

8.5459449e+12  5.84e+07  4.04e+06  4.14e+06  1.10e+05 

 

--- Submitting model TIMES with handle grid1097000002 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36810) 22 Mb 

--- Generating LP model TIMES  17   1.2779921e+13   5.5799145e+12  4.58e+07  

3.17e+06  2.64e+06  1.83e+05 

  18   1.0943230e+13   3.7266886e+12  3.91e+07  2.71e+06  1.74e+06  2.90e+05 

 

--- times_demo_co2.run(19267) 22 Mb  19   9.5708333e+12   2.8378361e+12  3.42e+07  

2.37e+06  1.33e+06  3.88e+05 

  20   8.4605733e+12   1.8348064e+12  3.03e+07  2.10e+06  8.72e+05  6.06e+05 

 

IBM ILOG CPLEX   24.8.5 r61358 Released May 10, 2017 LEG x86 64bit/Linux       

--- GAMS/Cplex licensed for continuous and discrete problems. 

Cplex 12.7.1.0 

 

Reading parameter(s) from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

>>  scaind 0 

>>  rerun yes 

>>  iis yes 

>>  lpmethod 4 

>>  baralg 1 

>>  barcrossalg 1 

>>  barorder 2 

Finished reading from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

--- times_demo_co2.run(19574) 22 MbReading data... 

  21   6.8034259e+12   1.4224559e+12  2.44e+07  1.69e+06  6.85e+05  7.95e+05 

  22   5.3691941e+12   9.0382627e+11  1.93e+07  1.34e+06  4.40e+05  1.33e+06 

Starting Cplex... 

  23   4.9858259e+12   6.6875043e+11  1.79e+07  1.24e+06  3.37e+05  1.76e+06 

  24   1.4097548e+12   3.4858691e+11  5.20e+06  3.60e+05  1.87e+05  3.60e+06 

  25   5.9605934e+11   9.0420993e+10  2.23e+06  1.54e+05  5.45e+04  1.69e+07 

  26   4.5039180e+11   8.6859055e+10  1.66e+06  1.15e+05  5.15e+04  1.91e+07 

Space for names approximately 1.82 Mb 

Use option 'names no' to turn use of names off 

  27   3.6120609e+11   7.4789857e+10  1.33e+06  9.24e+04  4.45e+04  2.31e+07 

CPXPARAM_Advance                                 0 

CPXPARAM_TimeLimit                               50000 

CPXPARAM_LPMethod                                4 
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CPXPARAM_Threads                                 1 

CPXPARAM_Parallel                                1 

CPXPARAM_Tune_TimeLimit                          10000 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Algorithm                       1 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Limits_Iteration                999999 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Ordering                        2 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Crossover                       1 

  28   1.7965156e+11   4.9462225e+10  6.83e+05  4.73e+04  3.13e+04  3.78e+07 

  29   1.5728990e+11   4.0088411e+10  6.00e+05  4.15e+04  2.59e+04  4.68e+07 

  30   1.4631686e+11   3.2425034e+10  5.59e+05  3.87e+04  2.13e+04  5.77e+07 

  31   1.0516466e+11   2.7677587e+10  4.01e+05  2.78e+04  1.81e+04  7.27e+07 

Tried aggregator 1 time. 

LP Presolve eliminated 2727 rows and 6765 columns. 

Aggregator did 2100 substitutions. 

  32   1.0171390e+11   2.5983894e+10  3.86e+05  2.67e+04  1.61e+04  8.21e+07 

Reduced LP has 9845 rows, 13312 columns, and 76029 nonzeros. 

Presolve time = 0.08 sec. (34.11 ticks) 

  33   9.2231609e+10   1.4791574e+10  3.52e+05  2.44e+04  1.06e+04  1.31e+08 

  34   8.5463370e+10   8.8657424e+09  3.28e+05  2.27e+04  7.43e+03  1.93e+08 

  35   4.7740086e+10   6.0650649e+09  1.88e+05  1.30e+04  5.64e+03  2.74e+08 

--- times_demo_co2.run(20544) 22 Mb  36   4.6501252e+10   6.1723614e+09  1.82e+05  

1.26e+04  5.27e+03  2.95e+08 

Symmetry aggregator did 7282 additional substitutions. 

  37   3.6899314e+10   3.5043958e+09  1.46e+05  1.01e+04  3.72e+03  4.48e+08 

Tried aggregator 0 times. 

Reduced presolve eliminated 0 rows and 453 columns. 

Reduced LP has 6707 rows, 8715 columns, and 49710 nonzeros. 

Presolve time = 0.02 sec. (5.43 ticks) 

Parallel mode: none, using 1 thread for barrier 

  38   3.1776860e+10   2.8773290e+09  1.27e+05  8.78e+03  3.24e+03  5.29e+08 

 

***NOTE: Found 16 dense columns. 

 

Number of nonzeros in lower triangle of A*A' = 68933 

  39   2.2186584e+10   1.9079308e+09  8.91e+04  6.17e+03  2.29e+03  8.08e+08 

Total time for approximate-min-fill ordering = 0.01 sec. (7.46 ticks) 

Summary statistics for Cholesky factor: 

  Rows in Factor            = 6723 

  Integer space required    = 23774 

  Total non-zeros in factor = 208661 

  Total FP ops to factor    = 19341711 

  40   2.1446915e+10   1.7251435e+09  8.62e+04  5.97e+03  2.12e+03  8.83e+08 

 Itn      Primal Obj        Dual Obj  Prim Inf Upper Inf  Dual Inf Inf Ratio 

   0  -5.5253312e+15  -6.5953038e+12  1.74e+12  1.22e+11  1.09e+11  1.00e+00 

  41   2.1099800e+10   1.3941808e+09  8.52e+04  5.90e+03  2.06e+03  9.14e+08 

  42   1.8086343e+10   8.7902342e+08  7.32e+04  5.07e+03  1.42e+03  1.41e+09 

   1  -1.1282381e+15   2.2782402e+15  1.27e+12  8.89e+10  8.69e+10  1.13e+00 

  43   1.5182793e+10   8.5189098e+08  6.11e+04  4.23e+03  1.32e+03  1.55e+09 

   2  -6.5913782e+14   1.8795893e+15  1.05e+12  7.33e+10  6.28e+10  1.78e+00 

  44   1.4834071e+10   6.5237229e+08  5.99e+04  4.15e+03  1.24e+03  1.67e+09 

   3   3.8904062e+14   1.5802446e+15  4.38e+11  3.06e+10  4.89e+10  2.11e+00 

  45   1.2420354e+10   4.9871418e+08  5.03e+04  3.48e+03  9.99e+02  2.14e+09 

   4   8.6066891e+14   1.2303915e+15  1.80e+11  1.26e+10  1.42e+10  8.10e+00 

  46   1.1873267e+10   4.2985621e+08  4.85e+04  3.35e+03  9.79e+02  2.19e+09 

   5   1.0601971e+15   1.1042655e+15  2.49e+10  1.74e+09  3.26e+09  4.05e+01 

--- times_demo_co2.run(24931) 22 Mb  47   1.1579149e+10   4.4619655e+08  4.72e+04  

3.27e+03  8.66e+02  2.51e+09 

   6   8.8376161e+14   8.7939851e+14  3.55e+09  2.48e+08  4.49e+08  5.89e+02 

  48   9.9367938e+09   4.2889604e+08  4.04e+04  2.80e+03  8.20e+02  2.69e+09 

   7   2.9791405e+14   3.2593545e+14  7.88e+08  5.51e+07  1.18e+08  3.65e+03 

  49   9.6550001e+09   3.6320482e+08  3.94e+04  2.73e+03  7.80e+02  2.85e+09 

   8   7.3244964e+13   8.2783380e+13  2.39e+08  1.67e+07  3.61e+07  1.33e+04 

--- times_demo_co2.run(33786) 22 Mb  50   8.7298177e+09   1.0425442e+08  3.58e+04  

2.47e+03  5.14e+02  4.61e+09 

   9   6.3941197e+13   7.0401819e+13  2.18e+08  1.53e+07  3.23e+07  1.38e+04 

  51   8.4903199e+09  -1.8561987e+08  3.49e+04  2.42e+03  4.00e+02  6.04e+09 

  10   5.2119920e+13   5.7007391e+13  1.84e+08  1.29e+07  2.69e+07  1.59e+04 

  52   6.7733136e+09  -1.8197178e+08  2.80e+04  1.94e+03  3.01e+02  8.13e+09 
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  11   4.1988634e+13   3.3763451e+13  1.49e+08  1.04e+07  1.61e+07  2.52e+04 

  53   6.6527948e+09  -3.3318132e+08  2.76e+04  1.91e+03  2.82e+02  8.68e+09 

  12   3.7392086e+13   2.7935050e+13  1.36e+08  9.53e+06  1.41e+07  2.74e+04 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36814) 22 Mb 

--- LOOPS GRID_SCENARIOS = scen3 

---   14,672 rows  22,105 columns  115,094 non-zeroes  54   5.3025078e+09  -

2.2585621e+08  2.21e+04  1.53e+03  1.47e+02  1.66e+10 

 

--- Submitting model TIMES with handle grid1097000003  13   2.8568073e+13   

2.0786812e+13  1.03e+08  7.19e+06  1.03e+07  3.89e+04 

 

--- times_demo_co2.run(36847) 22 Mb 

--- Putfile SCREEN /home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/con 

--- Putfile END_GAMS /home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/end_gams 

--- Putfile QLOG /home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/qa_check.log  55   

4.9529617e+09  -2.1803132e+08  2.07e+04  1.43e+03  1.25e+02  1.91e+10 

  56   4.6873353e+09  -2.9759969e+08  1.98e+04  1.37e+03  1.17e+02  2.02e+10 

  14   2.4308862e+13   1.3134678e+13  8.74e+07  6.11e+06  6.46e+06  6.29e+04 

 

--- Profile Summary (2274 records processed) 

     1.517   0.022GB     36810 Loop        

     0.133   0.022GB     19939 Equation   EQG_COMBAL (960) 

     0.118   0.022GB     19939 Equation   EQG_COMBAL (960) 

     0.106   0.022GB     20544 Equation   EQE_COMBAL (180) 

     0.100   0.022GB     22651 Equation   EQG_INSHR (3960) 

     0.086   0.022GB     20544 Equation   EQE_COMBAL (180) 

     0.081   0.017GB     19939 Equation   EQG_COMBAL (960) 

     0.068   0.022GB     22651 Equation   EQG_INSHR (3960) 

     0.062   0.018GB     20544 Equation   EQE_COMBAL (180) 

     0.061   0.022GB     36814 Solve Fini TIMES (115094) 

*** Status: Normal completion 

--- Job times_demo_co2.run Stop 07/31/17 13:40:52 elapsed 0:00:01.909 

  57   4.4897951e+09  -2.1834546e+08  1.89e+04  1.31e+03  1.00e+02  2.30e+10 

panose@panose-VirtualBox:~/parallel_times/times_demo$  

IBM ILOG CPLEX   24.8.5 r61358 Released May 10, 2017 LEG x86 64bit/Linux       

--- GAMS/Cplex licensed for continuous and discrete problems. 

Cplex 12.7.1.0 

 

Reading parameter(s) from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

>>  scaind 0 

>>  rerun yes 

>>  iis yes 

>>  lpmethod 4 

>>  baralg 1 

>>  barcrossalg 1 

>>  barorder 2 

Finished reading from "/home/panose/parallel_times/times_demo/cplex.opt" 

  15   1.8320876e+13   9.2163370e+12  6.57e+07  4.59e+06  4.51e+06  9.31e+04 

Reading data... 

  58   3.2619043e+09  -1.9544125e+08  1.38e+04  9.58e+02  8.37e+01  2.65e+10 

Starting Cplex... 

  16   1.5529139e+13   6.0390050e+12  5.56e+07  3.89e+06  2.94e+06  1.51e+05 

  59   3.1939286e+09  -2.2645026e+08  1.36e+04  9.42e+02  7.79e+01  2.82e+10 

  17   1.3744046e+13   4.1878915e+12  4.93e+07  3.45e+06  2.06e+06  2.19e+05 

  60   2.7848032e+09  -1.8144391e+08  1.17e+04  8.11e+02  7.04e+01  3.08e+10 

Space for names approximately 1.82 Mb 

Use option 'names no' to turn use of names off 

  18   1.2206410e+13   3.0031443e+12  4.38e+07  3.06e+06  1.50e+06  3.04e+05 

  61   2.2452667e+09  -1.6882359e+08  9.29e+03  6.43e+02  6.79e+01  3.19e+10 

CPXPARAM_Advance                                 0 

CPXPARAM_TimeLimit                               50000 

CPXPARAM_LPMethod                                4 

CPXPARAM_Threads                                 1 

CPXPARAM_Parallel                                1 

CPXPARAM_Tune_TimeLimit                          10000 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Algorithm                       1 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Limits_Iteration                999999 

CPXPARAM_Barrier_Ordering                        2 
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CPXPARAM_Barrier_Crossover                       1 

  62   2.1696111e+09  -1.6408853e+08  9.00e+03  6.23e+02  5.95e+01  3.61e+10 

  19   9.0300508e+12   2.1623419e+12  3.24e+07  2.27e+06  1.07e+06  4.49e+05 

  63   1.8870726e+09  -1.1675678e+08  7.88e+03  5.45e+02  1.57e+01  1.12e+11 

  20   7.8332413e+12   1.3466283e+12  2.81e+07  1.96e+06  6.51e+05  8.03e+05 

  64   1.2050448e+09  -8.7062077e+07  5.07e+03  3.51e+02  1.07e+01  1.25e+11 

  21   7.4342883e+12   1.1272298e+12  2.67e+07  1.86e+06  5.58e+05  9.39e+05 

  65   1.0899282e+09  -6.7505691e+07  4.46e+03  3.09e+02  1.00e+01  1.30e+11 

Tried aggregator 1 time. 

  22   5.5486291e+12   8.0705427e+11  2.00e+07  1.40e+06  4.09e+05  1.32e+06 

LP Presolve eliminated 2727 rows and 6765 columns. 

Aggregator did 2100 substitutions. 

Reduced LP has 9845 rows, 13312 columns, and 76029 nonzeros. 

  66   1.0324091e+09  -8.5771901e+07  4.26e+03  2.95e+02  8.22e+00  1.50e+11 

Presolve time = 0.08 sec. (34.11 ticks) 

  23   4.6656907e+12   5.7245904e+11  1.68e+07  1.18e+06  2.97e+05  1.90e+06 

  67   8.0075883e+08  -4.1811978e+07  3.31e+03  2.29e+02  3.64e+00  2.22e+11 

  24   2.7231191e+12   4.7159838e+11  9.91e+06  6.93e+05  2.50e+05  2.41e+06 

  68   5.1519197e+08  -1.8403313e+07  2.15e+03  1.49e+02  9.16e-01  3.58e+11 

  25   6.4998762e+11   8.3290247e+10  2.43e+06  1.70e+05  5.46e+04  1.93e+07 

  69   4.0254558e+08   6.3661167e+05  1.66e+03  1.15e+02  4.23e-01  4.90e+11 

  26   4.3286258e+11   6.0525266e+10  1.64e+06  1.15e+05  4.23e+04  2.68e+07 

  70   3.7874179e+08  -4.7126926e+06  1.57e+03  1.09e+02  3.65e-01  5.34e+11 

  27   3.6914562e+11   4.8523416e+10  1.41e+06  9.84e+04  3.51e+04  3.30e+07 

  71   3.4471186e+08   1.1034047e+06  1.41e+03  9.75e+01  3.27e-01  5.61e+11 

Symmetry aggregator did 7282 additional substitutions. 

  28   2.7246735e+11   3.5603628e+10  1.04e+06  7.30e+04  2.69e+04  4.55e+07 

  72   1.7243891e+08   2.4478427e+07  6.40e+02  4.43e+01  5.41e-02  1.40e+12 

Tried aggregator 0 times. 

Reduced presolve eliminated 0 rows and 457 columns. 

Reduced LP has 6707 rows, 8711 columns, and 49694 nonzeros. 

Presolve time = 0.01 sec. (5.43 ticks) 

Parallel mode: none, using 1 thread for barrier 

 

***NOTE: Found 16 dense columns. 

 

Number of nonzeros in lower triangle of A*A' = 68925 

  29   2.5735621e+11   2.8950964e+10  9.96e+05  6.97e+04  2.49e+04  4.94e+07 

  73   1.2058852e+08   2.8469591e+07  3.97e+02  2.74e+01  3.54e-02  1.65e+12 

Total time for approximate-min-fill ordering = 0.02 sec. (7.48 ticks) 

Summary statistics for Cholesky factor: 

  Rows in Factor            = 6723 

  Integer space required    = 23756 

  Total non-zeros in factor = 208759 

  Total FP ops to factor    = 19393723 

  30   2.2722698e+11   2.0778678e+10  8.79e+05  6.15e+04  1.77e+04  7.08e+07 

  74   8.9896603e+07   3.2960381e+07  2.41e+02  1.67e+01  2.40e-02  2.11e+12 

 Itn      Primal Obj        Dual Obj  Prim Inf Upper Inf  Dual Inf Inf Ratio 

   0  -5.5223913e+15  -6.5953038e+12  1.74e+12  1.22e+11  1.09e+11  1.00e+00 

  31   1.8668168e+11   1.5969791e+10  7.26e+05  5.08e+04  1.44e+04  8.99e+07 

   1  -1.1271352e+15   2.2758638e+15  1.27e+12  8.88e+10  8.68e+10  1.13e+00 

  75   7.5488628e+07   3.7881176e+07  1.53e+02  1.06e+01  1.73e-02  2.72e+12 

  32   1.8183393e+11   7.6944965e+09  7.10e+05  4.97e+04  1.24e+04  1.04e+08 

  33   1.0374270e+11   5.8885636e+09  4.09e+05  2.86e+04  1.01e+04  1.38e+08 

   2  -6.5820298e+14   1.8778434e+15  1.05e+12  7.33e+10  6.27e+10  1.78e+00 

  76   6.7106591e+07   4.1177098e+07  1.01e+02  7.00e+00  1.28e-02  3.54e+12 

  34   8.3528079e+10   5.5860648e+09  3.26e+05  2.28e+04  8.31e+03  1.75e+08 

   3   3.8956414e+14   1.5792240e+15  4.38e+11  3.06e+10  4.88e+10  2.11e+00 

  77   6.1921762e+07   4.3591188e+07  1.15e+02  4.54e+00  1.01e-02  4.43e+12 

  78   6.0278719e+07   4.4938656e+07  9.17e+01  3.62e+00  8.73e-03  5.09e+12 

   4   8.6159927e+14   1.2312891e+15  1.80e+11  1.26e+10  1.41e+10  8.10e+00 

  35   7.4685363e+10   4.3320121e+09  2.92e+05  2.04e+04  6.83e+03  2.18e+08 

  79   5.7668035e+07   4.8145018e+07  6.29e+01  2.49e+00  4.75e-03  9.33e+12 

   5   1.0615434e+15   1.1055447e+15  2.48e+10  1.74e+09  3.26e+09  4.05e+01 

  36   5.0723268e+10   3.4087692e+09  1.99e+05  1.39e+04  5.63e+03  2.81e+08 

   6   8.8472059e+14   8.8037896e+14  3.54e+09  2.48e+08  4.49e+08  5.89e+02 

  80   5.5161839e+07   4.9768662e+07  3.50e+01  1.38e+00  2.77e-03  1.54e+13 

  37   4.8507953e+10   3.9043164e+09  1.89e+05  1.32e+04  4.89e+03  3.28e+08 
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   7   2.9790679e+14   3.2622989e+14  7.87e+08  5.50e+07  1.18e+08  3.65e+03 

  81   5.3890124e+07   5.0429108e+07  1.41e+02  7.89e-01  2.01e-03  2.10e+13 

  38   4.7419232e+10   1.1760645e+09  1.86e+05  1.30e+04  4.23e+03  3.84e+08 

   8   7.3213489e+13   8.2788267e+13  2.39e+08  1.67e+07  3.61e+07  1.33e+04 

   9   6.3909032e+13   7.0384862e+13  2.18e+08  1.52e+07  3.22e+07  82   

5.3301968e+07   5.0849748e+07  1.27e+02  4.88e-01  1.57e-03  1.38e+04  2.70e+13 

 

  39   3.6207673e+10   8.9197483e+08  1.42e+05  9.94e+03  3.26e+03  5.24e+08 

  40   2.3546295e+10   5.8474966e+08  9.27e+04  6.48e+03  2.36e+03  7.83e+08 

  10   5.2118380e+13   5.7015345e+13  1.83e+08  1.28e+07  2.69e+07  1.60e+04 

  83   5.2833020e+07   5.1862372e+07  1.60e+02  2.68e-01  4.47e-04  1.05e+14 

  11   4.1996881e+13   3.3789329e+13  1.48e+08  1.04e+07  1.61e+07  2.52e+04 

  41   2.0565230e+10   6.3390765e+08  8.03e+04  5.62e+03  2.17e+03  8.69e+08 

  84   5.2604801e+07   5.1908626e+07  1.58e+02  1.73e-01  3.83e-04  1.21e+14 

  85   5.2509015e+07   5.2114042e+07  1.68e+02  1.33e-01  1.07e-04  4.13e+14 

  12   3.7425846e+13   2.7948775e+13  1.36e+08  9.51e+06  1.41e+07  2.75e+04 

  42   1.8940944e+10   5.8539467e+08  7.40e+04  5.17e+03  1.98e+03  9.67e+08 

  86   5.2300191e+07   5.2146332e+07  2.73e+02  4.85e-02  6.27e-05  6.04e+14 

  13   2.8595881e+13   2.0830837e+13  1.03e+08  7.18e+06  1.03e+07  3.89e+04 

  43   1.6809469e+10   5.3735645e+08  6.55e+04  4.58e+03  1.58e+03  1.26e+09 

  14   2.4329883e+13   1.3166168e+13  8.72e+07  6.10e+06  6.47e+06  6.29e+04 

  87   5.2233552e+07   5.2193733e+07  3.86e+02  1.21e-02  2.02e-04  2.12e+15 

  44   1.5950011e+10   2.1404489e+08  6.25e+04  4.37e+03  1.38e+03  1.46e+09 

  15   1.8319276e+13   9.2663923e+12  6.55e+07  4.58e+06  4.52e+06  9.29e+04 

  88   5.2220633e+07   5.2205948e+07  4.91e+02  4.88e-03  2.09e-03  6.47e+15 

  45   1.4489396e+10  -1.1680226e+08  5.73e+04  4.01e+03  1.12e+03  1.87e+09 

  16   1.5537717e+13   6.0694259e+12  5.55e+07  3.88e+06  2.95e+06  1.50e+05 

  89   5.2215542e+07   5.2209688e+07  5.27e+02  2.11e-03  8.42e-03  1.80e+16 

  46   1.1342651e+10   7.5645007e+07  4.44e+04  3.10e+03  7.70e+02  2.87e+09 

  17   1.3789649e+13   4.1678255e+12  4.93e+07  3.45e+06  2.04e+06  2.21e+05 

  18   1.2289979e+13   3.0028582e+12  4.40e+07  3.08e+06  1.49e+06  3.04e+05 

  90   5.2214069e+07   5.2210345e+07  5.26e+02  1.35e-03  1.45e-02  2.67e+16 

  47   1.1113625e+10  -1.2279686e+08  4.37e+04  3.05e+03  7.12e+02  3.13e+09 

  19   9.0886387e+12   2.1668872e+12  3.25e+07  2.27e+06  1.07e+06  4.47e+05 

  91   5.2212507e+07   5.2211275e+07  5.46e+02  4.57e-04  1.12e-02  8.60e+16 

  48   8.9088579e+09  -1.0835129e+08  3.50e+04  2.45e+03  6.42e+02  3.53e+09 

  20   7.8840092e+12   1.3494735e+12  2.81e+07  1.97e+06  6.50e+05  8.00e+05 

  92   5.2212072e+07   5.2211328e+07  5.43e+02  2.11e-04  1.82e-01  1.05e+17 

  49   7.4308339e+09  -6.2005902e+07  2.89e+04  2.02e+03  5.83e+02  3.96e+09 

  21   7.4855423e+12   1.1309199e+12  2.68e+07  1.87e+06  5.58e+05  9.35e+05 

  93   5.2212024e+07   5.2211546e+07  5.48e+02  1.41e-04  3.28e+00  2.09e+17 

  22   5.5783022e+12   8.0973923e+11  2.00e+07  1.40e+06  4.09e+05  1.31e+06 

  50   6.2497104e+09  -2.9302482e+07  2.40e+04  1.68e+03  5.49e+02  4.25e+09 

  94   5.2212022e+07   5.2211536e+07  5.48e+02  1.41e-04  4.63e+00  2.05e+17 

  23   4.6992435e+12   5.7340044e+11  1.69e+07  1.18e+06  2.96e+05  1.90e+06 

  51   5.9157258e+09  -2.6084848e+07  2.27e+04  1.59e+03  5.27e+02  4.47e+09 

  95   5.2211992e+07   5.2211568e+07  5.60e+02  8.28e-05  6.82e+00  3.45e+17 

  24   2.7219823e+12   4.7034550e+11  9.87e+06  6.91e+05  2.48e+05  2.41e+06 

  52   5.0133717e+09  -5.7301943e+06  1.92e+04  1.34e+03  4.50e+02  5.37e+09 

  25   6.5523566e+11   8.3481900e+10  2.45e+06  1.71e+05  5.46e+04  1.90e+07 

  96   5.2211843e+07   5.2211660e+07  5.58e+02  3.51e-05  6.29e+00  7.57e+17 

  53   4.0846248e+09   3.2677723e+06  1.56e+04  1.09e+03  3.92e+02  6.32e+09 

  26   4.3748620e+11   6.1153663e+10  1.65e+06  1.16e+05  4.25e+04  2.63e+07 

  97   5.2211747e+07   5.2211706e+07  5.57e+02  8.76e-06  3.91e-01  4.86e+18 

  54   3.2105181e+09   1.3093474e+07  1.21e+04  8.49e+02  3.56e+02  7.12e+09 

  27   3.7171042e+11   4.7829380e+10  1.41e+06  9.87e+04  3.46e+04  3.31e+07 

  98   5.2211716e+07   5.2211713e+07  5.56e+02  6.85e-07  6.22e-01  4.13e+19 

  55   2.8725796e+09   3.2303654e+07  1.08e+04  7.55e+02  3.12e+02  8.33e+09 

  28   2.7277506e+11   3.4981107e+10  1.04e+06  7.29e+04  2.65e+04  4.56e+07 

  99   5.2211716e+07   5.2211715e+07  5.56e+02  3.51e-08  6.59e-01  8.20e+20 

  56   2.1037930e+09   5.6088745e+07  7.75e+03  5.42e+02  2.43e+02  1.12e+10 

  29   2.5756429e+11   2.8384566e+10  9.94e+05  6.95e+04  2.45e+04  4.96e+07 

 100   5.2211715e+07   5.2211715e+07  5.56e+02  1.83e-09  4.54e-02  1.64e+22 

Barrier time = 1.97 sec. (1588.56 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 2.08 sec. (1646.86 ticks) 

Barrier time = 2.03 sec. (1613.97 ticks) 

  30   2.2479857e+11   1.9938697e+10  8.67e+05  6.06e+04  1.71e+04  7.29e+07 
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  57   1.9522037e+09   6.1483508e+07  7.15e+03  5.00e+02  2.31e+02  1.19e+10 

 

Primal crossover. 

  Primal:  Fixing 1494 variables. 

     1493 PMoves:  Infeasibility  3.04568658e+07  Objective  1.34321519e+07 

  31   2.1042489e+11   1.4334248e+10  8.14e+05  5.70e+04  1.40e+04  8.97e+07 

  58   1.8304296e+09   5.2076672e+07  6.71e+03  4.69e+02  2.08e+02  1.35e+10 

      353 PMoves:  Infeasibility  5.60050247e+06  Objective  3.79499759e+07 

        0 PMoves:  Infeasibility  5.59120589e+06  Objective  3.79536955e+07 

  Primal:  Pushed 989, exchanged 505. 

  Dual:  Fixing 2571 variables. 

     2570 DMoves:  Infeasibility  2.14328484e+01  Objective  3.77560323e+07 

  32   2.0422881e+11   7.5305524e+09  7.94e+05  5.56e+04  1.24e+04  1.01e+08 

      376 DMoves:  Infeasibility  2.14086712e+01  Objective  3.77560643e+07 

  59   1.3208475e+09   7.7085790e+07  4.70e+03  3.29e+02  1.40e+02  2.19e+10 

        0 DMoves:  Infeasibility  1.85901365e+01  Objective  3.77577011e+07 

  Dual:  Pushed 1685, exchanged 886. 

Using devex. 

 

Iteration log . . . 

Iteration:     1    Objective     =      37953687.518621 

  33   1.2091609e+11   4.1525162e+09  4.75e+05  3.32e+04  8.43e+03  1.61e+08 

Removing shift (320). 

Iteration:   137   Dual objective     =      51619712.688895 

  60   1.1735819e+09   7.4778881e+07  4.15e+03  2.90e+02  1.17e+02  2.71e+10 

  34   1.1517230e+11   2.3276677e+09  4.54e+05  3.17e+04  7.11e+03  1.93e+08 

  61   1.1400065e+09   5.1905854e+07  4.05e+03  2.83e+02  1.07e+02  2.98e+10 

  35   5.2728193e+10   1.6351899e+09  2.10e+05  1.47e+04  5.66e+03  2.62e+08 

Total crossover time = 0.11 sec. (73.97 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 2.19 sec. (1723.06 ticks) 

LP status(1): optimal 

Cplex Time: 2.19sec (det. 1723.10 ticks) 

 

Optimal solution found. 

Simplex iterations after crossover:  394 

 

Objective :    52211836.549336 

 

  36   4.8167638e+10   1.4342384e+09  1.92e+05  1.34e+04  5.26e+03  2.87e+08 

  62   1.1179458e+09   6.5354192e+07  3.95e+03  2.77e+02  9.85e+01  3.28e+10 

  63   8.8250409e+08   3.1873101e+07  3.11e+03  2.17e+02  3.21e+01  1.35e+11 

  37   3.0997181e+10   1.4572654e+09  1.21e+05  8.50e+03  4.08e+03  4.00e+08 

  64   5.0020055e+08   3.1818050e+07  1.71e+03  1.20e+02  2.61e+01  1.57e+11 

  38   2.9657996e+10   1.0039905e+09  1.16e+05  8.14e+03  3.35e+03  4.99e+08 

  65   4.7524977e+08   3.6597697e+07  1.58e+03  1.11e+02  2.52e+01  1.63e+11 

  39   2.5197461e+10   9.1882028e+08  9.86e+04  6.89e+03  2.77e+03  6.26e+08 

  66   4.2508611e+08   2.3648531e+07  1.41e+03  9.86e+01  1.03e+01  3.71e+11 

  40   2.2816644e+10   7.3238696e+08  8.95e+04  6.26e+03  2.43e+03  7.33e+08 

  67   2.2061384e+08   2.4890026e+07  6.87e+02  4.80e+01  5.75e+00  5.77e+11 

  41   2.0911398e+10   4.6982630e+08  8.22e+04  5.75e+03  1.97e+03  9.32e+08 

  68   1.5022595e+08   2.9704308e+07  4.24e+02  2.96e+01  3.42e+00  8.48e+11 

  42   1.6087310e+10   5.1075248e+08  6.25e+04  4.37e+03  1.71e+03  1.12e+09 

  69   1.0590009e+08   3.3578900e+07  2.51e+02  1.76e+01  2.30e+00  1.17e+12 

  43   1.5725369e+10   2.0386062e+08  6.14e+04  4.29e+03  1.58e+03  1.22e+09 

  70   8.6986468e+07   3.7888029e+07  1.68e+02  1.17e+01  1.65e+00  1.58e+12 

  44   1.3753089e+10   6.7101650e+06  5.38e+04  3.77e+03  1.03e+03  2.01e+09 

  71   7.6818792e+07   4.1952267e+07  1.16e+02  8.10e+00  1.24e+00  2.08e+12 

  45   1.2264090e+10   6.8507391e+07  4.78e+04  3.35e+03  8.65e+02  2.46e+09 

  72   6.7867571e+07   4.4945964e+07  7.51e+01  5.25e+00  8.45e-01  3.02e+12 

  46   1.1152759e+10  -1.3975143e+07  4.37e+04  3.06e+03  7.46e+02  2.91e+09 

  73   6.3107226e+07   4.7563769e+07  4.95e+01  3.46e+00  5.98e-01  4.26e+12 

  47   9.1699654e+09   2.6397281e+07  3.56e+04  2.49e+03  6.76e+02  3.27e+09 

  74   5.9176931e+07   4.8859452e+07  2.89e+01  2.02e+00  4.71e-01  5.41e+12 

  48   8.9736507e+09  -1.8728450e+08  3.50e+04  2.45e+03  6.05e+02  3.69e+09 

  75   5.7226268e+07   4.9592721e+07  1.82e+01  1.27e+00  4.03e-01  6.38e+12 

  49   7.1838826e+09  -1.3211990e+08  2.80e+04  1.96e+03  4.29e+02  5.45e+09 

  76   5.5872654e+07   5.0733768e+07  1.04e+01  7.24e-01  3.00e-01  8.82e+12 



81 | P a g e  

 

  77   5.4989948e+07   5.1003030e+07  5.84e+00  4.05e-01  2.74e-01  9.74e+12 

  50   6.8864377e+09  -2.4522763e+07  2.67e+04  1.87e+03  3.83e+02  6.15e+09 

  78   5.4463045e+07   5.1641234e+07  3.41e+00  2.35e-01  2.10e-01  1.29e+13 

  51   6.3681856e+09  -6.0008298e+07  2.47e+04  1.73e+03  3.18e+02  7.52e+09 

  79   5.3963689e+07   5.2815103e+07  1.33e+00  9.02e-02  8.76e-02  3.27e+13 

  52   5.9467977e+09  -2.2706529e+08  2.34e+04  1.64e+03  2.73e+02  8.82e+09 

  80   5.3901694e+07   5.3370354e+07  1.11e+00  7.48e-02  2.58e-02  1.61e+14 

  53   3.9002440e+09  -1.3205021e+08  1.50e+04  1.05e+03  2.15e+02  1.13e+10 

  81   5.3666740e+07   5.3430241e+07  5.01e-01  3.16e-02  1.33e-02  2.85e+14 

  54   3.3870895e+09  -9.5134833e+07  1.30e+04  9.09e+02  1.82e+02  1.36e+10 

  82   5.3567949e+07   5.3463686e+07  1.78e-01  1.12e-02  8.02e-03  4.71e+14 

  55   2.8623697e+09  -7.9725496e+07  1.10e+04  7.69e+02  1.38e+02  1.83e+10 

  56   2.5060315e+09  -6.8061678e+07  9.66e+03  6.75e+02  5.12e+01  5.27e+10 

  83   5.3536652e+07   5.3501170e+07  7.62e-02  4.33e-03  2.37e-03  1.66e+15 

  57   2.0193861e+09  -8.2846872e+07  7.88e+03  5.51e+02  4.06e+01  6.15e+10 

  84   5.3523841e+07   5.3508471e+07  1.19e+00  1.72e-03  1.16e-03  3.48e+15 

  58   1.6213649e+09  -5.8643659e+07  6.14e+03  4.29e+02  3.73e+01  6.52e+10 

  85   5.3519238e+07   5.3510902e+07  9.50e-01  7.90e-04  8.36e-04  5.51e+15 

  59   1.3125538e+09  -7.6917590e+07  5.02e+03  3.51e+02  9.36e+00  1.65e+11 

  86   5.3517085e+07   5.3513843e+07  8.35e-01  3.94e-04  1.27e-03  2.19e+16 

  60   6.7436006e+08  -5.7671266e+07  2.50e+03  1.75e+02  7.83e+00  1.73e+11 

  61   4.2347671e+08  -3.8822459e+07  1.50e+03  1.05e+02  6.40e+00  2.01e+11 

  87   5.3515437e+07   5.3514270e+07  8.60e-01  1.22e-04  6.35e-04  4.20e+16 

  62   3.5354129e+08  -2.8468886e+07  1.17e+03  8.18e+01  5.95e+00  2.14e+11 

  88   5.3514799e+07   5.3514541e+07  1.32e+00  1.05e-05  5.95e-03  1.01e+17 

  63   2.2637899e+08   8.3901746e+06  6.98e+02  4.88e+01  2.64e+00  4.56e+11 

  64   1.4587514e+08   2.4544892e+07  4.03e+02  2.82e+01  1.08e+00  89   

5.3514744e+07   5.3514605e+07  2.70e-01  1.32e-06  2.28e-02  9.48e+11 

  1.51e+17 

  65   1.0328128e+08   2.8958082e+07  2.35e+02  1.64e+01  8.37e-01  1.16e+12 

  90   5.3514745e+07   5.3514607e+07  4.76e-01  1.29e-06  4.62e-01  1.57e+17 

  66   8.7660567e+07   3.4691221e+07  1.61e+02  1.13e+01  6.40e-01  1.49e+12 

  91   5.3514762e+07   5.3514669e+07  1.35e+00  3.23e-07  8.39e-01  2.87e+17 

  67   7.8626502e+07   3.9621657e+07  1.16e+02  8.12e+00  4.88e-01  1.94e+12 

  92   5.3514757e+07   5.3514717e+07  1.57e+00  1.87e-07  1.88e-01  9.06e+17 

  68   6.9509436e+07   4.2880802e+07  7.42e+01  5.18e+00  3.73e-01  2.53e+12 

  93   5.3514745e+07   5.3514726e+07  2.13e+00  8.74e-08  4.11e-01  1.89e+18 

  69   6.4783552e+07   4.6041430e+07  4.89e+01  3.41e+00  2.81e-01  3.39e+12 

  94   5.3514733e+07   5.3514729e+07  2.17e+00  1.28e-08  9.88e-02  4.96e+18 

  70   6.0999316e+07   4.7893813e+07  2.96e+01  2.05e+00  2.24e-01  4.29e+12 

  95   5.3514732e+07   5.3514729e+07  2.22e+00  1.04e-08  3.78e-01  5.73e+18 

  71   5.8604104e+07   5.0557039e+07  1.73e+01  1.20e+00  1.43e-01  7.01e+12 

  96   5.3514720e+07   5.3514719e+07  2.86e+00  7.53e-09  7.56e+00  1.03e+19 

  72   5.7136152e+07   5.1724267e+07  1.02e+01  6.90e-01  1.07e-01  9.66e+12 

  97   5.3514730e+07   5.3514722e+07  3.46e+00  1.37e-09  5.36e+00  1.41e+19 

  73   5.6301537e+07   5.2013003e+07  6.23e+00  4.13e-01  9.75e-02  1.07e+13 

  98   5.3514732e+07   5.3514731e+07  2.06e+00  1.44e-10  3.17e-01  2.19e+20 

  74   5.5717665e+07   5.3053504e+07  3.45e+00  2.29e-01  6.35e-02  1.68e+13 

  99   5.3514731e+07   5.3514731e+07  2.08e+00  5.23e-11  6.16e-02  4.36e+21 

Barrier time = 2.06 sec. (1469.41 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 2.24 sec. (1527.66 ticks) 

Barrier time = 2.15 sec. (1494.76 ticks) 

  75   5.5165032e+07   5.3978143e+07  1.05e+00  6.95e-02  3.21e-02  3.55e+13 

 

Primal crossover. 

  Primal:  Fixing 843 variables. 

      842 PMoves:  Infeasibility  7.75034239e+00  Objective  5.35148227e+07 

        0 PMoves:  Infeasibility  6.70403870e+00  Objective  5.35148227e+07 

  Primal:  Pushed 470, exchanged 373. 

  76   5.5110540e+07   5.4479335e+07  8.43e-01  5.58e-02  1.44e-02  9.47e+13 

  Dual:  Fixing 2491 variables. 

     2490 DMoves:  Infeasibility  3.10089613e-04  Objective  5.35148227e+07 

      238 DMoves:  Infeasibility  5.44439493e-13  Objective  5.35148227e+07 

        0 DMoves:  Infeasibility  5.94718719e-13  Objective  5.35148227e+07 

  Dual:  Pushed 1622, exchanged 869. 

Using devex. 

Removing shift (1). 



82 | P a g e  

 

  77   5.5002586e+07   5.4602418e+07  5.36e-01  3.53e-02  9.18e-03  1.54e+14 

Total crossover time = 0.06 sec. (51.23 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 2.29 sec. (1581.11 ticks) 

LP status(1): optimal 

Cplex Time: 2.30sec (det. 1581.15 ticks) 

 

Optimal solution found. 

Objective :    53514731.220751 

 

  78   5.4896245e+07   5.4683510e+07  2.60e-01  1.67e-02  5.43e-03  2.67e+14 

  79   5.4830535e+07   5.4759857e+07  1.99e-01  5.61e-03  1.78e-03  8.44e+14 

  80   5.4822516e+07   5.4778099e+07  1.60e+00  4.35e-03  8.67e-04  1.87e+15 

  81   5.4807805e+07   5.4788475e+07  3.50e+00  2.17e-03  2.71e-04  5.79e+15 

  82   5.4798777e+07   5.4789715e+07  2.59e+00  8.73e-04  5.24e-04  7.64e+15 

  83   5.4796057e+07   5.4791322e+07  4.44e+00  4.19e-04  1.11e-03  1.32e+16 

  84   5.4794363e+07   5.4792051e+07  2.34e+00  1.25e-04  1.35e-03  1.97e+16 

  85   5.4794062e+07   5.4792484e+07  1.23e+01  6.38e-05  2.59e-02  4.49e+16 

  86   5.4794055e+07   5.4792480e+07  2.25e+01  6.40e-05  6.08e-02  4.42e+16 

  87   5.4793809e+07   5.4793325e+07  1.32e+01  3.40e-05  2.58e-02  2.28e+17 

  88   5.4793558e+07   5.4793458e+07  4.63e+00  5.66e-06  8.39e-02  7.79e+17 

  89   5.4793519e+07   5.4793502e+07  3.66e+00  9.03e-07  1.72e+00  4.30e+18 

  90   5.4793508e+07   5.4793505e+07  3.50e+00  1.18e-07  1.88e-02  1.64e+19 

  91   5.4793508e+07   5.4793508e+07  3.43e+00  2.94e-08  2.12e-01  2.14e+20 

  92   5.4793509e+07   5.4793509e+07  4.78e+00  1.53e-09  1.20e+00  4.18e+21 

Barrier time = 1.69 sec. (1423.59 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 1.88 sec. (1481.83 ticks) 

Barrier time = 1.80 sec. (1448.94 ticks) 

 

Primal crossover. 

  Primal:  Fixing 799 variables. 

      798 PMoves:  Infeasibility  1.35564135e+01  Objective  5.47941666e+07 

        0 PMoves:  Infeasibility  1.13594773e+01  Objective  5.47941666e+07 

  Primal:  Pushed 431, exchanged 368. 

  Dual:  Fixing 2507 variables. 

     2506 DMoves:  Infeasibility  2.36257594e-04  Objective  5.47941666e+07 

      228 DMoves:  Infeasibility  5.15625737e-13  Objective  5.47941666e+07 

        0 DMoves:  Infeasibility  5.54681529e-13  Objective  5.47941666e+07 

  Dual:  Pushed 1652, exchanged 855. 

Using devex. 

Removing shift (2). 

 

Iteration log . . . 

Iteration:     1   Dual objective     =      54793509.134628 

Total crossover time = 0.05 sec. (54.41 ticks) 

 

Total time on 1 threads = 1.94 sec. (1538.46 ticks) 

LP status(1): optimal 

Cplex Time: 1.94sec (det. 1538.50 ticks) 

 

Optimal solution found. 

Simplex iterations after crossover:  1 

 

Objective :    54793509.134628 

 

 


